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ABSTRACT
The City of Milpitas Historic Gateway Background Report and Design Guidelines
Jaime Marie Jaramillo

The aim of this project report is to investigate and identify the needs of the historic
area (focus area) in the City of Milpitas, to positively contribute to the City’s planning
process, and to make recommendations for the focus area’s future development. In the
first chapters, City and focus area research results are presented. Currently, there is a
lack of exclusive regulatory standards for attractive development in the City’s historic
core. The project report then discusses the results of a short empirical everyday user
survey, a parcel-by-parcel land use survey, and a walkability analysis. Research results
indicate that the focus area could benefit from historic identity preservation, additional
public open space and recreation, and economic development. The project report then
identifies three case studies and analyzes each under an urban design framework
regarding walkability and gateway development. Here, the project report draws on a
number of sources regarding positive place making and urban design to highlight the
focus area’s opportunities and constraints. In conclusion, the project report argues that
the City’s location in the Bay Area and proximity to Silicon Valley requires accommodation
and competition for development while coordinating current focus area development to
contribute to an overall well-designed site plan with a focus on walkability and an attractive
gateway image. Recommendations are provided in the form of design guidelines.

Keywords: gateway, urban design, Milpitas, walkability, open space, economic
development, historic identity, design guidelines
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INTRODUCTION

This report introduces the City of Milpitas
Historic

Gateway

a

To propose and introduce a gateway-type

the

specific design for the City. This attractive

culmination of California Polytechnic State

design will reflect the significance of the place,

University, San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly) Master

reinforce its identity, and mark the entrance to

of City and Regional Planning (CRP) degree.

Milpitas’s historic core.

professional

Design

project

Guidelines,

developed

as

Previous work performed by a Cal Poly CRP
undergraduate urban design studio in 2013

To help maintain and improve the historical

provided a fundamental basis for the in-depth

image of the City’s original core. The focus

analysis and work specifically conducted

area boasts remnants of what the Coastanoan

for this project. The urban design studio

Native Americans, the Spanish, and the

conducted a site analysis and identified

original farming generations left behind.

numerous needs and opportunities for the
area, which were confirmed and expanded

To support and implement Milpitas Midtown

herein.

Specific Plan policies regarding the provision
of (1) civic open space in the vicinity of

The primary goal of this master’s project is to

Main Street and Serra Way, (2) streetscape

positively contribute to the City of Milpitas’s

improvements along Abel Street and Main

(City) planning process, helping to enhance

Street, and (3) attractive and contextual

the community’s sustainability and quality of

mixed-use and office space development.

life. Towards this goal, the work represented
in this report aims at three objectives:
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PROJECT AREA
The City of Milpitas, California was once
recognized as one of the fastest growing
areas in the state and in the nation. At the
time of incorporation, Milpitas covered an
area of 2.9 square miles with a population of
825. By 1964, 10 years after incorporation,
the City covered an area of approximately 8.7
square ¬miles with a population of 16,000.
Now, over 60 years later, Milpitas is a vital
part of Northern California’s “Silicon Valley”
and a thriving community with an area of 13.6

square ¬miles (City of Milpitas, 1997) and
population of 67,894 (City of Milpitas, 2014).

This project’s focus area (focus area) surrounds
the Main Street and Serra Way intersection
and is located in the historic core of the City.
Information about the focus area is based on
this project’s 2015 City of Milpitas land use
survey of approximately 60 acres, an update
to the original 2013 survey performed by the
Cal Poly CRP undergraduate studio. Both
surveys revealed that the focus area features
many underutilized and vacant parcels.
However, the area features commercial and

Figure A. The City of Milpitas and the Project Area
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office development, represents the historic
core of the City, and is easily accessible from
all directions, particularly from Interstate (I)880. Figure A illustrates the focus area within
the City.

The City of Milpitas is currently in a state of
transformation. Recent development north
of the focus area has become a catalyst
for development with similar magnitude

Residential

communities,

within

walking

distance, surround the focus area. Along
Main Street, north of the focus area boundary,
is an important new complex of communityserving municipal buildings including the
City Senior Center, City Library, and a large
parking garage serving those buildings. The
Milpitas government center and community
center are adjacent to each other and located
one-mile north of the focus area boundary
along Calaveras Boulevard (SR 237). The
future BART line stop is located south along
Main Street and also within walking distance.
Additionally, the area is well connected and
in close proximity to San Jose and Silicon
Valley.

Though

BASIC PROBLEM

and significance in other City locations.
In anticipation of future public and private
ventures in this historic area and creating an
important gateway into the City, it is imperative
that certain guidelines are followed, the
historic character is protected, and users
can easily navigate to and from the area.
Currently, the 2002 Midtown Specific Plan
features general design guidelines to a large
area encompassing the focus area. However,
without more specific development guidelines
for the historic core of Milpitas its character,
identity, legibility, and function as a gateway
are at stake.

Considerable

development

and

new

construction has occurred in the City in recent
commercially

active,

the

three

existing shopping centers located between
Abel Street and Calaveras Boulevard present
significant design and economic development
opportunities. Great diversity is present
in the focus area in the form of numerous
ethnic oriented shops, services, restaurants,
religious centers, and a movie theater
oriented to the Indian community.
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years. These changes have been brought on
by the adoption of two specific plans for areas
adjacent to an existing Valley Transportation
Authority (VTA) station and the City’s planned
BART station. Additionally, the City has
redeveloped the Historic Milpitas Grammar
School into a civic space for a Senior Center
and Library. The land potential prompted by
City capital projects and transit has created
prospective

development

attention

and
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therefore conversion of areas once dominated by vacant land and underutilized industrial space
into high-density transit-oriented development. Although promising for the future of the City, this
development poses a considerable threat to the City’s historic character, identity, and integrity.

One of the current regulatory devices guiding development and aesthetics in the focus area is the
Midtown Specific Plan’s Design Guidelines. Although comprehensive, the guidelines are broad
and regulate Midtown’s 589-acres. There is limited language distinctively addressing the focus
area’s unique physical context and historic character. The properties surrounding the Main Street
and Serra Way intersection, located inside the focus area, are not only home to several historic
sites, but the intersection also marks the physical entrance into this character area. Guiding
quality and historically significant physical development in this area is crucial to preserving the
character and announcing the identity of this area. This project aims to address this issue and
brand this area as an important and historic gateway into the City.

REPORT ORGANIZATION
This report is organized according to the work process that was conducted, from basic research
to field studies to final recommendations. The chapters’ descriptions are as follows:

Chapter 1 Foundations
This chapter provides the theoretical framework for the research and general basis for
recommendations. Urban planning best practices are covered at length regarding pedestrian and
bicycle planning, sustainability, and growth. Six structural principles are introduced in this chapter
and will inform other chapters throughout the report. The chapter concludes with a checklist that
combines the most important concepts for the project.

Chapter 2 City of Milpitas
This chapter provides context for the report and covers a range of topics. The City’s agricultural
and industrial history is presented. Additionally, City population, ethnicity, and household data are
comparatively analyzed with county and regional data to provide context. The chapter concludes
with a discussion on current economic and employment trends.
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Chapter 3 Focus Area
The project focus area is described in detail in this chapter including regional connections to
provide context. City policies are presented from the City’s General Plan, the Midtown Specific
Plan, and the Streetscape Master Plan as well as the 2013 Cal Poly urban design studio’s
recommendations summary. The chapter concludes with an inspirational call for attractive and
interesting City development.

Chapter 4 Site Assessment
Current conditions research is covered in depth in this chapter. Cultural resources and historic
sites set the stage for additional research including access, architecture, street conditions,
and connectivity. The land use survey, performed for this project and discussed in this chapter,
analyzes City proposed gateway locations, sidewalk conditions, land use, building fabric, and
landscaping conditions. The chapter concludes with a focus area walkablility assessment along
three vital corridors.

Chapter 5 Community Survey
Chapter 5 summarizes community outreach and surveys. The methodology is discussed,
including establishing the target audience, developing the survey instrument, distribution and
administering the survey, as well as any limitations. Key findings are summarized by topic, such
as general use of the focus area, positive aspects of the area, and improvements. The chapter
concludes with a call for future research.

Chapter 6 Case Studies
This chapter presents three case studies. The case studies were chosen based on Milpitas’
future needs and concerns regarding economic development, historic identity, and public open
space. The three case studies present best practices in the three identified needs areas. The
chapter concludes with a matrix describing the relationships between the three needs areas and
the six urban design principles presented in Chapter 1.
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Chapter 7 Key Opportunities
This chapter builds connections between research, current policy, and community feedback.
The connections focus on future improvement and development opportunities. This chapter is
the precursor for developing the project vision and goals in Chapter 8. The chapter concludes
with an inspirational call for a unified vision bringing together walkability principles, economic
development, open space provision, and historic identity.

Chapter 8 Program Development
The project recommendations are collected in this chapter. A vision is proposed which guides
the program’s development. Finally, the project’s result is the City of Milpitas Historic Gateway
Design Guidelines. The guidelines include walkability, gateway, and general urban design
recommendations for public open space development, historic identity preservation, and new
economic strategies.

Chapter 9 Concluding Remarks
This chapter brings together the research, outreach, and recommendations made throughout the
paper. The discussion focuses on the research limitations, possible recommendation implications,
and work the City can continue in order to positively influence development and the City’s identity.
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1 FOUNDATIONS

During the past few years, the fields of urban

for pedestrians, bicycles, and automobile

design and public health have frequently

drivers.

been discussed together in the contexts of

transit-oriented checklist is discussed. Lastly,

walkable, multi-modal, and well-connected

seven principles are adopted that address

communities. Walking is the most common

walkability and gateways which inform this

leisure-time physical activity among US

project’s research, and recommendations.

Additionally,

a

pedestrian-

and

adults (Ewing, 2009). In an effort to continue
the discussion about walking and alternative
transportation forms in the urban design field
this chapter analyzes multiple sources on
these topics.

Urban design is a comprehensive field that
involves planning for pedestrians, bicyclists,

The chapter discusses the urban design
framework that will be adopted in this
project, as well as best practices that are
representative

of

this

framework,

and

will serve as lessons throughout project
development. The theory and best practices
discussion covers the broad themes of
sustainable

1.1. Pedestrian and Bicycle
Planning

neighborhood

planning

and

gateways, with a focus on inclusive planning
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automobile

drivers,

public

transportation

riders, all ages, all social groups, and all ethnic
groups. In recent years the sustainability
paradigm shift has caused a change in
the fields of planning and urban design.
Federal and state mandates have compelled
communities to prioritize, advocate, and in
some cases require, the planning and funding
of non-motorized forms of transportation. The

7

two most common non-motorized forms of transportation that planning has focused efforts on are
walking and biking.

In 2000, The Victoria Transport Policy Institute organized a guide for policy makers, planners,
and advocates to use to better plan for pedestrian and bicycle facilities. The Pedestrian and
Bicycle Planning Guide to Best Practices (2005) provides information on a range of planning,
design, and implementation concepts.

A section of the guide describes the typical components of a municipal pedestrian and bicycle
plan. Five vision statements are provided to act as a starting point to aide policy makers, planners,
and advocates in developing their own vision. The vision statements clearly identify a few of the
best practices in planning for these amenities. The vision statements are meant to be general
and all encompassing, although meaningful. The following statements influenced the vision for
this project.

• Walking and bicycling provide safe and convenient access to all destinations within the City.
• People can walk or ride to and from their transit stops and have a comfortable and convenient
place to wait or transfer.
• Highways, streets, roads, paths, sidewalk, transportation terminals, and land use patterns are
designed to accommodate and encourage bicycling and walking.
• Non-motorized travel becomes increasingly common for transportation and recreation.
• Appropriate transportation choices are available to all, including people who do not own or drive
an automobile (Blair, 2005).

Similarly, the guide provides objectives and policies, roles and responsibilities of specific parties,
public involvement suggestions, committee organization tips, sample survey questions, a list of
appropriate field survey data, and evaluation techniques. One of the most influential pieces of
this guide, which will affect this project, is the suggested bicycle and pedestrian facility design
guidelines. Topics discussed include access for people with disabilities, crosswalks, intersections,
grading, sidewalks, street furniture, street trees, lighting, bicycle parking, and much more.
Although these topics are discussed at length there is limited discussion about the relationship
between mode choice and sustainability, which will also have a significant role in this project’s
urban design recommendations.
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1.2. Sustainability & Urban
Design

Walkable Size

Sustainability has become a buzzword in

of this chapter, but a walkable size is one

fields ranging from business management to

suitable and comfortable for pedestrians

whole industries. It is no surprise, given a the

to move from one place to another. A block

connection between land use, transportation,

or neighborhood is generally considered

urban

and

walkable if it is within a measurement of ¼

greenhouse gas emissions that sustainability

mile, which is equivalent to about a five-

principles have become a large piece in

minute walk.

environments,

economics,

Walkability will be discussed in a later section

the best practices of planning and planning
related fields such as urban design. According
to

Douglas

Farr

(2012),

a

sustainable

neighborhood can range from a traditional
single use residential neighborhood to multiuse area that meets combines housing, work
places, shopping, and civic functions in one
place as long as it is compact, complete, and
connected.

Mix of Land Uses and Housing
Types
Farr states that a mix of land uses has
been recognized as a positive attribute in
neighborhoods. This is found true because
of the ability of residents to live, work, find
entertainment, exercise, shop, and access
daily needs easily without the need to drive
elsewhere.

Farr asserts that five basic design principles
shape great neighborhoods. These principles
informed the vision and policies in this project.

Identifiable Center and Edge to the
Neighborhood

Integrated Network of Walkable
Streets
The design of streets is an imperative step to
providing walkability to residents. The size of
street blocks should be no greater than 600

Arrival into a neighborhood or place is

feet, frequent intersections are preferred, and

essential to its identity. Additionally, identifying

quality public spaces attribute to a positive

the “heart” of a place is also important to its

integrated network of streets.

sustainable urbanism.
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Special Sites for Civic Purpose
Civic uses, such as landmarks, civic buildings,
parks, squares, plazas, green corridors, and
playgrounds are encouraged in the design
of

complete,

sustainable,

and

walkable

neighborhoods because of the social, healthrelated, and aesthetic benefits provided to
residents.

1.3. Pedestrian & TransitFriendly Design

oriented design manuals, and the Smart
Growth Network’s transit-related studies.

“Essential

Features”

are

necessary

in

designing

pedestrian

and

transit-friendly

neighborhoods and cities, which include:
1. Medium-to-high densities
2. Mix of land uses
3. Short to medium length blocks
4. Transit routes every ½-mile
5. Two or four lane streets
6.

Continuous sidewalks wide enough for

Neighborhood scale design is essential to

couples

understanding urban design on a city scale.

7. Safe crossings

Pedestrian- and transit- friendly design is an

8. Appropriate buffering from traffic

additional set of design provisions that should

9. Street-oriented buildings

be taken into consideration for a look at best

10. Comfortable and safe places to wait

practices in urban design at all scales. Ewing
(1999) eloquently categorizes the features

“Highly Desirable Features” are not mandatory,

that have been discussed previously as well

but applicability should be considered. These

as a few additional elements.

features include:
11. Supportive commercial uses

The Pedestrian- and Transit-Friendly Design:

12. Grid-like street networks

Primer for Smart Growth (Ewing, 1999) is

13. Traffic calming along access routes

a designer’s checklist of 23 features that, if

14. Closely spaced shade trees along access

planned for, can contribute to positive growth

routes

outcomes. The checklist is based on a

15. Little dead space, or visible parking

manual prepared for the Florida Department

16. Nearby parks and other public spaces

of Transportation, published by the American

17. Small-scale buildings or articulated larger

Planning Association. The primer states that

ones

it draws primarily on three sources—classic

18. Classy looking transit facilities

urban design literature, the best transit-

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015
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“Additional Features” are deemed nice, but

based on their integral physical relationship

“somewhat incidental” Ewing (1999). These

into the focus area.

features include:
19. Streetwalls

1.4. Walkability

20. Functional street furniture
21. Coherent, small-scale signage

Many tools for measuring walkability (the

22. Special pavement

quality of the walking environment) have

23. Lovable objects, especially public art

been

developed

and

used.

Generally

called walking audits, these are now widely
Some of the principles found on this checklist

used across the US by researchers, local

are similar to those represented in Douglas

governments, and community groups (Ewing,

Farr’s paper Sustainable Urbanism (2012),

2009). According to the Measuring Urban

although additional elements are presented.

Design

The primer informed this project’s categorical

influences choices about active travel and

organization. In addition to organization and

active leisure time including walking (Ewing,

the healthy urban living issues presented by

2006). The influences of urban design are

both authors, further depth was required.

often referred to as urban design qualities.

Qualities

manual,

urban

design

The manual provides guidance on how to
of

objectively measure each quality for a typical

walkability for healthy urban living, the

street. The urban design principles measured

Active Living Research Program prepared

in the manual and used to measure walkability

an illustrated field manual titled Measuring

in the focus area are:

Urban Design Qualities (2006). This manual

•

Imageability

was used as an instrument to measure and

•

Enclosure

compare the “walkability score” of single blocks

•

Human scale

based on the presence of urban features.

•

Transparency

It supports a growing body of evidence that

•

Complexity

Reflecting

the

ongoing

importance

links choices made in the built environment to
active living. Three vital focus area corridors

Physical features, urban design qualities,

were assessed and compared at a block

and individual reactions are all factors that

scale in Chapter 4 Current Conditions & Site

influence how an individual feels walking in an

Assessment. These corridors were chosen

urban environment. A tool that measures these
variables provides a better understanding
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about the relationships and effects of the built
environment on walking behavior. Each of the
urban design principles is described in the
following section.

Imageability
The quality of a place that makes it individual,
identifiable, and memorable is imageability.
High imageability of place means that physical
elements of that place capture attention, evoke
feelings, and generate a lasting impression.
Distinct

architecture,

historical

buildings,

landmarks, and views can all contribute to
Figure 1.1 Solvang, CA

making the character of a place imageable
(Ewing, 2006). The elements measured in
the imageability calculation include: number
of courtyards, plazas, parks, major landscape
features, historic building frontage, signs,
building shapes, outdoor dining, number of
people, and noise level.

Figure 1.1 illustrates how landmarks and
distinct architecture provide high imagebility in
Figure 1.2 Albuquerque, NM

the city of Solvang, CA. Figure 1.2 represents
a generic residential neighborhood with
no street activity, no features that serve as

Number of courtyards, plazas, parks,
major landscape features, historic

landmarks, and therefore low imageability
because of its unrecognizable character.

building frontages, signs, building
shapes, outdoor dining, number of
peope, and noise level
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Enclosure
This urban design principle refers to a visual
characteristic of streets and public spaces
that provides a feeling of being enclosed by
elements in the physical environment such
as buildings, walls, and street trees. When
a positive proportional relationship exists
between the height and width of spaces,
enclosure can create a room-like quality. A

Figure 1.3 Bay Village, Boston, MA

continuous street wall created by buildings
and trees can create a room-like effect,
whereas open lots, large parking areas at
eye level, and lack of vegetation does not
contribute to a positive space relationship
(Ewing, 2006). The elements measured in
the enclosure calculation include: number of
long sight lines, proportion of street wall, and
visible proportion of the sky.
Figure 1.4 West Yorkshire, England
Figure 1.3 illustrates high enclosure with a
continuous street wall on both sides of the
street and the trees that help to create a

Number of long sight lines,

positive room-like effect in the public realm.

proportion of street wall, and visible

Figure 1.4 has low enclosure because the

proportion of the sky

tree canopy is nonexistent, landscaping is
sparse, long sight lines are visible, and the
vehicles are defining the public realm. The
area looks open, with the ability to see far into
the distance coupled with large amounts of
open sky.
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Human Scale
Human scale is a principle that represents
two

important

characteristics

in

urban

design. First, human scale refers to the size
of physical elements that match the size
and proportions of humans. Second, human
scale elements correspond with the speed at
which humans walk. Elements contributing
Figure 1.5 Washington Harbor

to human scale can be buildings with detail,
pavement design, street trees, buildings with
active uses, many people performing diverse
activities, and street furniture because they
are noticed most often from a slower traveler
such as a person walking versus on a bicycle
or in a vehicle (Ewing, 2006). The elements
measured in the human scale calculation
include: number of long sight lines, proportion
of windows at street level, average building

Figure 1.6 Des Moines, Iowa

height, number of planters, and number of
pieces of street furniture.

Number of long sight lines,
proportion of windows at street level,
average building height, number of
planters, and number of pieces of
street furniture

Figure 1.5 demonstrates active uses at street
level, an ornamental cobblestone design in
the sidewalk, to scale light fixtures, and ample
street furniture. These characteristics create
a space that has human scale. Figure 1.6 has
no active uses or street furniture that would
interest people walking on the sidewalk. Long
sight lines into the distance also contribute to
this street having low human scale.
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Transparency
Transparency refers to the degree to which
people can see or perceive what exists beyond
the edge of a street or other public space and,
more specifically, the degree to which people
can see or perceive human activity in those
spaces. Elements in the physical environment
that influence transparency include walls,
windows, doors, fences, landscaping, and

Figure 1.7 St. Cloud, Minnesota

openings into midblock spaces. Buildings set
back from the street contribute to a low sense
of transparency (Ewing, 2006). The elements
measured in the transparency calculation
include: proportion of windows at street level,
proportion of street wall, and proportion of
active uses.

A continuous street wall with active uses and
many windows at street level make the scene

Figure 1.8 Tippecanoe, Indiana

in Figure 1.7 highly transparent. Transparency
is low in Figure 1.8 because there are few
windows at street level and no active building

Proportion of windows at street

uses inviting to pedestrians.

level, proportion of street wall, and
proportion of active uses
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Complexity
Complexity describes the visual value of a
place. The complexity of a place depends
on the diversity of the physical and built
environment such as the number and kind of
buildings, architectural variety and detailed
ornamentation, landscape elements, street
furniture, interesting signage, and moderate
Figure 1.9 Saint Germain Blvd, Paris, France

to high levels of human activity (Ewing, 2006).
The elements measured in the complexity
calculation include: number of buildings,
building color, presence of outdoor dining,
number of pieces of public art, and number
of people.

In Figure 1.9 the street is visually complex with
many different building types, architectural
features, accent colors, places to dine on the
Figure 1.10 Leichhardt, New South Wales,
Australia

street, pedestrians, and multiple other modes
of transportation. Figure 1.10 depicts a street
view with few colors, limited architectural

Number of buildings, building color,
presence of outdoor dining, number

features, and lack pedestrians, which makes
this street very low in complexity.

of pieces of public art, and number of
people
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1.5. GATEWAYS
One element of urban design assessed outside of
the previous five key principles is gateway design.
Gateways combine the design issues discussed
previously and additional urban design qualities
related to place-making, aesthetics, identity, and
user perception.

Figure 1.11 Gateway Monument, St.
Louis Missouri

Gateways can be considered one or both of the
following:
a) A physical gateway installation - a structure, sign,
monument, or marker announcing the arrival into a
place at its border with another place.

Figure 1.12 Encinitas, CA

b) A gateway portal - the purposeful differentiation in
design and/or character of a place from other places.

Gateway design and physical gateway installations
are used for multiple reasons such as gaining
tourism, art, symbolizing the value of a place, and

Figure 1.13 El Barrio Logan, San
Diego, CA

place branding

Physical Gateway Installation
Some of the most well-known cities are also known
by their gateway installations such as Gateway

Figure 1.14 Las Vegas, Nevada

Monument in St. Louis, Missouri (Figure 1.11) and
Las Vegas, Nevada (Figure 1.14). Additionally, the
neighborhood of El Barrio Logan in San Diego,
California (Figure 1.13) has erected a symbolic
gateway installation in order to call attention to
the significance of culture, diversity, and art in the
neighborhood.
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Gateway Portals
As people move through the built environment
an infinite number of visual perspectives /
frames are presented. The objects that are in
each frame, such as buildings, streets, trees,
power lines, or landscaping, individually
characterize each frame separate from the
last. Movement through multiple frames
can be described as transitioning between
places. Gateway portals in urban spaces are
about transitions as much as they are about
transformation of the physical environment
(White, 1999). Transformations can occur
in forms such as architectural style, building
massing or material, landscaping treatment,
or street width.

Gateway portals sometimes occur at path
midpoints marking boundaries in city districts.
As we approach a new district along a path,
a new view unfolds. Corridors connecting
multiple city districts can be described as
gateway portals when a visual transformation
of some type has taken place. White (1999)
describes an urban portal exerting energy
in the form of ambiance. The ambiance has
three parts, first, the energy that you feel
as you move through the corridor to reach
the gateway, second, what is happening at
the portal itself, and third, what is seen in
the space through the opening. Additionally,
ambiance

is

occasionally

amplified

by

history. The portal may be the site of ancient
traditions, rituals, or celebrations, according

Figure 1.16 Street Trees Mark Gateway Entrance into Cal Poly, SLO Campus
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to White (1999)—or in the case of Milpitas,
the historic origin of the City. Gateway portal
design is a complex idea representing an
important topic: when entering a place of
importance, movement into that place should
be interesting and notable.

1.6 Conclusion
The most important principles that influence
this project involve walkability and gateway
portal design. These principles set the
stage for the site assessment tools, inform
the structure for the case study analysis,
and provide the backbone for the design
guidelines recommendations. Each principle:
imageability,

enclosure,

transparency,

human scale, complexity, and gateway portal
design will be examined in the contexts of
economic development, public open space,
and historic identity to form implementable
recommendations for a truly unique gateway
experience into the City’s historic core.
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2 City of milpitas

2.1 HISTORY

latter part of the 18th century, and served

Milpitas’ history is rooted in agriculture.
‘Milpitas’

literally

translates

to

“little

cornfields” (City of Milpitas, 2000). The land
that is now the City of Milpitas was once
the home territory of the Tamyen tribelet of
the Coastanoan Indians in pre-historic time.
Remnants of two village sites from this period
can still be found in the City. Next during the
Spanish expeditions, Milpitas was home to
the Spaniards living in the South Bay in the

Figure 2.1 Milpitas Agricultural Workers
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as a cross roads between nearby Missions.
In the mid-19th century, the area acted as
a traveler’s overnight stop between Sutter
Fort and San Jose. Later in the 19th century,
Milpitas grew into a marketing center for
farmers from the plains to the hills. The
Southern Pacific Railroad ran a line from
Stockton to San Jose reaching Milpitas in
1869, which led to the commercial market
initiation. In the 1920s, the construction of the

Figure 2.2 Milpitas Rail Station
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Western Pacific Railroad’s San Jose branch

Milpitas experienced growth at a fast pace

provided access to yet another rail line in the

since incorporation and grew into a suburban

City.

center. The majority of the City is relatively
new — with the exception of (1) the Great

In early 1950s, the number of orchards and

Mall, which was previously the Ford Motor

farms increased across the City. In 1953, the

Company plant, and (2) some scattered

Ford Motor Company began constructing an

subdivisions and buildings along Main Street

assembly plant south of downtown in an area

(City of Milpitas, 2010). Present day Milpitas

conveniently located between the two railroad

has become a vital part of “Silicon Valley”,

tracks. The new plant led to rapid growth,

the San Francisco Bay area known as home

converting the once many agricultural fields

to major tech companies, and a thriving

to residential and retail development. Milpitas

community with an area of 13.6 square ¬miles

was incorporated the following year in 1954

and a 2013 population of 67,894.

according to the City’s General Plan (2010).
In the center of the City lies the Midtown Area,
which as shown in Figure 2.4, encompasses
the focus area. The current range of land uses
in the Midtown Area is reflective of its historical
uses and the development patterns largely
represented the people and activities of the
time. From the beginning, Midtown has always

Figure 2.3 Historic Main Street
Milpitas is located in Santa Clara County,
which was generally recognized as one of
the fastest growing areas in the state and the
nation. At the time of incorporation, Milpitas
covered an area of 2.9 square miles with a
population of 825. By 1964, 10 years after
incorporation, the City covered an area of
approximately 8.7 square ¬miles with a
population of 16,000 (City of Milpitas, 1997).
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Figure 2.4 Midtown Area, Source: City of
Milpitas, 1997
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been an important regional “crossroads” due

growth. Population increased by 8 percent

to its geographic location and accessibility

over 13 years, from approximately 63,000

by regional rail. Businesses that cater to

in 2000 to approximately 68,000 in 2013.

travelers and thrived along heavily traveled

Growth rates in Milpitas were similar to the 9

routes were established in the area along

percent Santa Clara County experienced and

Serra way and Main Street, such as saloons,

8 percent the San Francisco Bay Area (Bay

restaurants, blacksmiths, service stations,

Area) encountered between 2000 and 2013

and hotels. Clustered around this nucleus of

(City of Milpitas, 2014). Table 2.1, illustrates

commercial and service buildings were the

population and household trends in Milpitas

homes of the merchants, railway employees,

between 2000 and 2013. Figure 2.5 illustrates

and working members of the community (City

population change between 2000 and 2013.

of Milpitas, 1997).

Midtown has also been an area with a diverse
population. In the 1950s, Ford created a new
residential neighborhood for his employees
named Sunnyhills where the majority of the
residents were racial or ethnic minorities.
Today, Milpitas is comprised of a very diverse
population, where no single racial/ethnic

Figure 2.5 Population Change 2000-2013

group is a majority. In the Midtown Area, this
is reflected in the diverse range of businesses
and houses of worship (City of Milpitas, 2002).
The legacy of Milpitas’ history of diversity and
impact on demographic and economic trends
can be seen in the following section.

2.2 DEMOGRAPHICS
Population

Households
A household is defined as a person or group
of persons living in a single housing unit,
regardless of the residents’ relationship. This
is differentiated from persons living in group
quarters, such as dormitories, convalescent
homes, or prisons. The number of households
in Milpitas between 2000 and 2013 grew
significantly. The Milpitas household growth

Between the years 2000 through 2013 the

percentage was notably higher than the rate in

City has experienced moderate population

Santa Clara County and the Bay Area (City of
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Milpitas, 2014). As shown in Table 2.1, there

regions. On average, there were 3.41 persons

were about 19,000 households in Milpitas

per household in Milpitas in 2013, considerably

in 2013, a 13 percent increase from 2000.

higher than the average household size in the

Comparatively, the number of households

County (2.96 persons per household) and

increased by 8 percent in Santa Clara County

region (2.73 persons per household), but

and 7 percent in the Bay Area.

slightly lower than the average household
size in Milpitas in 2000 (3.47 persons per
household). The slight decrease in average

Average Household Size
Trends

demonstrate

that

the

household size is expected with the recent,

average

desirable growth in households as well as

household size in Milpitas is relatively larger

with more moderate population growth (City

than Santa Clara County, the Bay Area, and

of Milpitas, 2014). These trends are illustrated

California. Although the Milpitas average

in Table 2.1.

household size has decreased slightly in
recent years, it is still higher than its larger

Table 2.1 City, County, and Regional Population and Household Size
Source: City of Milpitas, 2014

2000

2010

2013

Change
2000-2013

Percent
Change
2000-2013

Milpitas
Population

62,698

66,790

67,894

5,196

8.30%

Households

17,132

19,184

19,300

2,168

12.70%

3.47

3.34

3.41

Population

1,682,585

1,781,642

1,842,254

159,669

9.50%

Households

656,863

604,204

611,426

45,563

8.10%

2.92

2.9

2.96

Population

6,783,760

7,150,739

7,327,626

543,866

8.00%

Households

2,466,019

2,606,288

2,628,762

162,743

6.60%

2.69

2.69

2.73

Population

33,871,648

37,253,956

37,966,471

4,094,823

12.10%

Households

11,502,870

12,568,167

12,675,876

1,173,006

10.20%

2.87

2.9

2.93

Average Household Size
Santa Clara County

Average Household Size
Bay Area

Average Household Size
California

Average Household Size
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Race and Ethnicity
Diversity represents a large share of the City’s
identity. The population’s racial and ethnic
makeup has grown diverse, with people of Asian
descent representing the City’s largest ethnic
group. In 2000, Milpitas boasted 51 percent
population that was of Asian descent. By 2010,

technology industry sector growth. The City’s
2013 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
stated the top three employers in Milpitas were
Cisco Systems, KLA-Tencor, and SanDisk.
Together the three employers supplied over
6,000 jobs in 2013 (City of Milpitas, 2014).

people of Asian descent represented almost

Jobs by Industry Sector

two thirds of the City’s population at 62 percent.

Milpitas has experienced strong employment

The City’s population of Asian descent includes

growth after 2010. Between the third quarter

people with Chinese, Filipino, Indian, and

of 2010 and the third quarter of 2012, jobs

Vietnamese ancestry, along with other ethnic

located in the City have increased by 11

groups. During the same time period, the City’s

percent. Employment in Santa Clara County

white non-Hispanic population decreased from

also increased during this period, but at a

24 to 15 percent. The number of individuals

slower rate of 7 percent (City of Milpitas,

of Hispanic or Latino origin increased at the

2014).

same rate as population growth, which kept

Some industries grew during this time period,

the Hispanic or Latino population stable at 17

such as the information industry with a total

percent. The share of the population in all other

52 percent of City jobs, and some industries

racial groups saw a minimal decrease between

declined, such as finance/insurance with a 13

2000 and 2010. Trends were similar in Santa

percent decrease in number of jobs as shown

Clara County and the Bay Area overall, with

in Figure 2.6. The industries with the largest

increases in the population of Asian descent

employment growth in Milpitas between the

and decreases in the white population (City of

third quarter of 2010 and the third quarter

Milpitas, 2014). The City’s diversity continues

of 2012 include manufacturing (1,550 new

to present cultural and economic opportunities

jobs), administrative and waste services (612

for the City and the region.

new jobs), and construction (435 new jobs).

Changes varied based on industry.

The industry sector with the most significant

2.3 ECONOMIC & EMPLOYMENT
TRENDS
Milpitas, like much of Santa Clara County, is
economically affected by the Silicon Valley
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decrease in employment during this period was
professional, scientific, and technical services,
which had a loss of 302 jobs, a 9 percent
decrease (City of Milpitas, 2014). Other pivotal
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Table 2.2 Jobs by Industry Sector
Milpitas
Q3 2010
Industry Sector
Agriculture, Forestry, Hunting, Mining

#

Santa Clara County
Q3 2012

%

#

Q3 2010
%

% Change

#

Q3 2012
%

#

%

% Change

12

0.0%

12

0.0%

0.0%

4,267

0.5%

4,100

0.5%

-3.9%

1,559

4.2%

1,994

4.9%

27.9%

32,433

3.9%

35,433

3.9%

9.2%

12,016

32.5%

13,566

33.2%

12.9%

152,367

18.1%

156,900

17.5%

3.0%

Wholesale Trade

2,206

6.0%

2,547

6.2%

15.5%

34,933

4.1%

35,100

3.9%

0.5%

Retail Trade

4,965

13.4%

4,938

12.1%

-0.5%

76,167

9.0%

81,133

9.0%

6.5%

Transportation/Warehousing/Utilities

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

11,900

1.4%

12,900

1.4%

8.4%

Information

663

1.8%

1,008

2.5%

52.0%

44,967

5.3%

50,167

5.6%

11.6%

Finance/Insurance

510

1.4%

442

1.1%

-13.3%

18,233

2.2%

20,200

2.3%

10.8%

Real Estate

259

0.7%

317

0.8%

22.4%

12,433

1.5%

13,533

1.5%

8.8%

3,216

8.7%

2,914

7.1%

-9.4%

105,500

12.5%

119,500

13.3%

13.3%

152

0.4%

206

0.5%

35.5%

9,800

1.2%

10,633

1.2%

8.5%

1,342

3.6%

1,953

4.8%

45.5%

47,567

5.6%

52,600

5.9%

10.6%

369

1.0%

530

1.3%

43.6%

33,233

3.9%

35,600

4.0%

7.1%

Health Care/Social Assistance

1,805

4.9%

1,924

4.7%

6.6%

76,767

9.1%

79,833

8.9%

4.0%

Leisure & Hospitality

4,417

11.9%

4,839

11.8%

9.6%

75,133

8.9%

83,133

9.3%

10.6%

Other Services, excluding Public Administration

1,769

4.8%

1,748

4.3%

-1.2%

23,400

2.8%

24,633

2.7%

5.3%

Unclassified

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Government

n/a

n/a

1,283

3.1%

n/a

83,267

9.9%

82,233

9.2%

-1.2%

36,967

100.0%

40,876

100%

10.6%

842,367

100%

897,633

100%

6.6%

Construction
Manufacturing

Professional/Scientific/Technical Services
Management of Companies/Enterprises
Administrative/Waste Services
Educational Services

Total
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Figure 2.6 Number Jobs by Industry Sector
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employment industries in Milpitas include

is 3.41 and is relatively larger than Santa Clara

retail (12 percent of total employment) and

County, the Bay Area, and California. The

leisure and hospitality (12 percent of total

population’s racial and ethnic makeup has

employment) as shown in Table 2.1.

grown diverse, with people of Asian descent
representing almost two thirds of the City’s
population at 62 percent. Milpitas, similar

Employment Trends
As expected, trends in the City have followed
similar trends that Santa Clara County has
experienced since 2000. The Bay Area and
Silicon Valley experienced an increase in
unemployment starting in 2007, and Milpitas
was no different. The unemployment rate in
both the City and County was below 5 percent
in 2006, but began to increase in 2007 when
the nationwide recession began. Milpitas
experienced its highest unemployment rate in

to other Bay Area communities, has been
affected by the technology sector in Silicon
Valley. The growth has attracted a certain type
of culture and population which contributes to
the rich diversity of retail, housing, cuisine,
and recreation. These changes will continue
to effect Milpitas and the City will need to
accommodate and compete for this growth
unless industry and development will look to
expand elsewhere.

2010, which was 11.3 percent. In the following
years the unemployment rate decreased
with a 7 percent average in the City and
County in 2013 (City of Milpitas, 2014). The
slow decrease in regional unemployment
and gradual increase in population presents
opportunities for economic growth.

2.4 Conclusion
Between the years 2000 through 2013 the
City has experienced growth in population,
diversity,

number

of

households,

and

employment. The number of households in
Milpitas between 2000 and 2013 grew by
5,196. The average household size in Milpitas

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015
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3 FOCUS AREA

3.1 LOCATION
The focus area is located in the historic core of the City of Milpitas, California. Its boundaries
are shown in Figure 3.1 and are as follows: the west and north by Calaveras Boulevard (State
Route 237), which is an important link to the nearby highway and to the East Milpitas, the Town
Center, and I-680; the east boundary is the Union Pacific Railroad right of way, which includes

Figure 3.1 Focus Area Boundary

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015
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Figure 3.2 Regional Milpitas Map, Source: City of Milpitas, 2002
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the tracks proper, depots, patios, and spurs;

rate has been consistently 2% to 3% annually,

and the south boundary is roughly Junipero

resulting in a doubling of the population from

Drive to the railroad tracks.

26,561 persons in 1970 to 62,698 in 2000,
based on year 2000 Census data according

Regional Context
Milpitas is located within the larger South San
Francisco Bay Area and Silicon Valley region.

to the Midtown Specific Plan (2002).

City Context

Known throughout the world as the home of

According to the City of Milpitas General Plan

high technology innovation and research,

(2010) the northern edge of the City is the

Silicon Valley has grown massively over the

boundary between Santa Clara and Alameda

past 50 years beyond its original roots in Palo

counties, and the west and south borders of

Alto to a population over 2 million people

the City end at the city of San Jose. City land

living and working in Santa Clara County, and

encompasses an area of approximately 18

portions of San Mateo, Alameda and Santa

square miles as shown in Figure 3.3.

Cruz Counties. The Calaveras Reservoir
lies about 3/4 mile east of the City, while the

The City is topographically diverse, with

San Jose International Airport is a short 4.5

ranging elevations from about 2,600 feet

miles to the south (City of Milpitas, 2010).

above sea level. It includes two distinct sub-

Positioned between San Jose and Fremont,

areas — the Valley Floor and the Hillside. The

Milpitas is situated adjacent to the “Golden

relatively flat Valley Floor occupies the western

Triangle” of San Jose as shown in Figure 3.2,

half of the City, and extends from Coyote

an area typically projected for high technology

Creek in the west to Piedmont Road, Evans

job growth according to the Midtown Specific

Road and the northerly portion of North Park

Plan. The City identified the need for a mixture

Victoria Drive in the east. All of the Valley Floor

of land uses that recognizes Milpitas’ future

is within Milpitas’ incorporated limits and is

role as a center of housing and employment

almost fully urbanized. The only considerably

in the Silicon Valley (City of Milpitas, 2002).

large vacant sites are adjacent to Coyote
Creek. The Hillside occupies the eastern half

Within the regional setting, Milpitas is a

of the City. This area is much steeper than

relatively new community that has experienced

the Valley Floor and is distinguished by open

rapid growth since its establishment in 1954.

space with some scattered residences.

Over the past 30 years, the population growth

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015
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Figure 3.3 City of Milpitas Boundary Map
Today, the city limits include about 13.6

corridors. The area is surrounded by more

square miles of land area. Unlike many

recent residential, and office and industrial

older communities in the Bay Area, Milpitas

uses.

has a diverse mix of employment and retail
uses as well as housing. There are roughly

3.2 REGULATORY CONTEXT

1,770 acres or 2.9 square miles in the
city limits designated for industrial uses.

The purpose of this research is to report on

Another estimated 350 acres of land are

the background, regulations, and current

dedicated to regional and community retail

conditions of an area that will fulfill the

centers supporting an estimated 3.5 million

Milpitas Midtown Specific Plan (MSP) Policy

square feet of commercial shops according

7.4. Policy 7.4 requires the preparation of a

to the Midtown Specific Plan (2002). The

coordinated development plan, or precise

Midtown Specific Plan Area includes the

plan, for several parcels in the Serra Way

original commercial and industrial core of the

and Main Street area when development

community, predominantly commercial and

is proposed on the sites. According to the

industrial uses along the Main and Abel Street

MSP the intent of this policy is to coordinate

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015
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development over several parcels, so that each individual development contributes to a coherent
overall site plan for a larger area. Issues to be addressed at the Precise Plan level include:
coordination of circulation and access, parking placement, and building orientation. Opportunities
for coordinating parcel access (i.e., sharing driveways and minimizing curbcuts) are a key issue
along Main Street (City of Milpitas, 2002). Additional issues will be discussed such as gateway
design, mixed-use development, and parks and open space.
Table 3.1 Zoning
Source: Zoning Ordnance of the City of Milpitas, 2012
Standard

C2

MXD

OO

Between 1 per
200 and 350 sq.
ft. depending on
use

Dependent upon
the sum of all use
requirements

1 per 303 sq. ft.

Floor Area Ratio

0.50

0.75 maximum

1.5 maximum

Building Height Maximum

N/A

Principle buildings: 3
stories and 45 ft.

6 stories and 85 ft.

Lot Area Minimum

10K sq. ft.

Individual sites shall
be of such size that all
space requirements
provided in Mixed Use
Zone sections are
satisfied

N/A

Lot Width Minimum

100 ft.

N/A

N/A

Minimum Parking Spaces
Required

General Plan

Zoning Ordinance

The latest Milpitas General Plan update was

The Main at Serra plan area consists of

in October 2010. Great care was taken to

the following district designations: General

ensure that this document is complimentary

Commercial (C2), Mixed Use (MXD) with

and consistent with the General Plan. The

Ground Level Commercial, and Gateway

General Plan lays out a broad, generalized

Office

vision for the City and recognizes its regional

of the land that surrounds the Precise

and local roles by allowing for a highly flexible

Plan Area is Heavy Industrial (M2), Single

community

Family Residential (R1-3), and Multi-Family

environment

and

a

thriving

regional industrial center.

Overlay

(OO). Additionally

much

Residential, High Density (R3). Table 3.1
shows highlighted standards for the three
zones in the focus area.
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Figure 3.4 Midtown Specific Plan Boundary and Land Use,
Source: City of Milpitas, 2002
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Midtown Specific Plan
The Midtown Specific Plan Area encompasses
589 acres of land in the center of the City.
The boundaries are between Interstate (I)880, I-680, and Calaveras Boulevard and the
Montague Expressway as shown in Figure
3.4. Two Union Pacific Railroad lines cross
the area. The strategy of the plan is to create
a mixed-use community that includes highdensity, transit-oriented housing and a central
community gathering place, while maintaining

Ground-level commercial uses are required
along Main Street between Carlo Street and
Sinnott Lane. Ground-floor space should
be developed as retail space (including
typical design details such as retail store
front

windows

and

doorways,

awnings,

recesses, etc.). Such space can be leased
for offices or live/work space, and building
design preserves the potential for future and
maintains a public face along the street.

needed industrial, service and commercial
uses (Kumar, 2013). The following policies

Employment and Retail

from the MSP were included to highlight the

Policy 3.17: Encourage the development of

relation to the Precise Plan Area under the

new office/business uses along the Calaveras

categories of Mixed Use, Employment and

Boulevard Corridor in order to take advantage

Retail, Parks and Open Space, Circulation,

of the area’s convenient freeway access and

and Community Design.

visibility.

Mixed Use

The portion of the Calaveras Boulevard

Policy 3.11: Encourage vertical as well as
horizontal mixing of uses along Main Street;
require ground-level commercial space along
Main Street between Carlo Street and Sinnott
Lane.

Development along Main Street currently
includes a mixture of uses developed next
to one another. New mixed-use development
is encouraged in the form of second story
residential uses over ground-floor commercial
uses.

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015

corridor that is within the Midtown Area
(between I-880 and the railroad overcrossing)
is an important community gateway and
offers convenient freeway access. Over time,
new office/business uses (which are allowed
under current regulations) are encouraged
along this corridor, in order to help create a
positive entry image for Milpitas.

Policy 3.18: Provide a density bonus (up to
FAR of 1.5) for the location of Class A office
space at the gateway to the mixed-use district.

37

be encouraged to provide publicly accessible
The plan provides for a density bonus for

open spaces, such as plazas, gardens, and

Class A office at Serra Way and Abel Street at

arcades. These areas should be linked to

the threshold of the Main Street area. Higher

sidewalks or pedestrian paths to ensure

density office development in this area would

accessibility.

provide several benefits to the Midtown Area:
•

A concentration of office workers in

Policy 3.27: Work to establish a minimum

this area would support and help to revitalize

8,000 square feet of civic open space and

existing retail businesses along Main Street

public gathering place on Main Street,

and Calaveras Boulevard;

preferably in the vicinity of Serra Way. Provide

•

incentives for development of a town square.

Such a development would also

serve as a “catalyst” development that would
spur new reinvestment in the area; and

A public gathering place or “town square”

•

A landmark structure at this location

was one of the strongly expressed desires

would create an attractive entry image into

of the public during the outreach meetings.

Main Street.

A town square open space of a minimum of
8,000 square-feet is recommended on Main
Street, to provide a public gathering place at

Parks and Open Space
Policy 3.26: Encourage new or expanding
office and public/quasi-public uses to provide
publicly accessible outdoor open space
(plazas, gardens, arcades) as part of new
development. Ensure that the open spaces
are linked to sidewalk or pedestrian paths.

The park dedication requirements address
residential development.

However, office,

public and quasi-public users also have
needs for open space, and privately owned
and maintained places can add interest to
the overall open space network. New or
expanding office and institutional uses should

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015

the historic crossroads of Milpitas. There are
a number of potential locations for the town
square: at the terminus of Serra Way at Main
Street, at the Main Street end of the O’Toole
Elms, or on the Hetch Hetchy right-of-way.
The park could be developed by the City or
privately in association with the redevelopment
of property. This park is intended as a public
gathering place for the community as a
whole, and should include trees, seating, and
lighting and should be designed in a way that
conveys a civic character.

Most importantly, the town square should
be developed in association with adjoining

38

development that will face the area and give

Main Street: The overall idea for Main Street

it life. If it is ﬂanked by blank walls, parking

is to create a classic “American Main Street“

or vacant lots, it will likely become a place,

environment with trees that create a canopy

which attracts undesirable activities.

of green.

Circulation

Abel Street: Along Abel Street, a landscaped

Policy 4.7: Provide a new bicycle and
pedestrian-friendly street between Abel and
Main Streets between Serra Way and St.
John’s Church.

median and street tree planting can create a
distinctive boulevard image on this important
artery.

Gateways

A new public or private street should

Policy 5.6: Enhance the entry identity at

be

new

the designated gateway zones with special

development at Serra Way and Main Street.

landscape treatment, monuments and/or

This would create a more pedestrian-oriented

architectural features.

developed

in

association

with

block pattern within the Main Street core
area. The precise location of this street

At main entrances to the city and at

should be determined in association with

transit stations, special landscape and/or

the development of a Precise Plan for the

architectural features should be implemented

assembly of sites at Serra Way and Main

to define and differentiate Milpitas from

Street.

adjoining development in San Jose. The
general

Streetscape
5.4:

Calaveras

gateway

a

Streetscape

improvements intended to improve the entry

(sidewalks,

image of Calaveras Boulevard are contained

landscaping, bike lanes, benches, lighting)

in the City of Milpitas’ Streetscape Master

along the Main and Abel Streets and Great

Plan. New office development at Serra Way

Mall Parkway. This Policy has been completed

and Calaveras Boulevard should incorporate

and the Streetscape Master Plan is discussed

special landscape (e.g., small plaza, open

in a later section.

space, trees) and architectural treatment to

improvements

program

Boulevard:

of

streetscape

Implement

for

treatment in Midtown are described below.

Community Design

Policy

recommendations

convey a sense of entry.
Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015
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Development Standards and Design
Guidelines

City of Milpitas Streetscape
Masterplan

The MSP provides Development Standards

The intent of the Streetscape Master Plan

and Design Guidelines as part of the plan.

is to support the Trails Master Plan, which

The purpose of these standards is to guide

was adopted in 1997 and will be discussed

future development in the Midtown Area to be

later in the pedestrian circulation section. It is

consistent with the vision and goals for the

intended that the implementation of the two

area as detailed in the Specific Plan. These

plans be simultaneously carried out. There

standards describe and illustrate building

are parallels between the two plans such as

and landscape designs that are appropriate

the development of streetscapes to recognize

for the Midtown Area (City of Milpitas, 2002).

trailheads, and safe street crossings. The

The standards provided in the Development

Trails Master Plan identifies many on-street

Standards and Design Guidelines fall under

trails that need to be incorporated as future

the general categories of site planning,

streetscape improvements are implemented.

building design, open space and landscaping,

Similarly, the landscape treatments of trail

design guidelines by building type, and design

segments enhance the streetscape amenities

guidelines for specific projects.

to improve Milpitas as a livable community
with transportation alternatives.

Because the Main Street and Serra Way
intersection is within the Midtown Specific

According to the Streetscape Master Plan

Plan Area all standards apply to the study

(2000) commercial areas have special issues

area, but there are some specific guidelines

that must be considered when applying

that apply directly to the study area. The

the guidelines for street tree plantings and

section in the study area between Calaveras

other streetscape improvements. Calaveras

Blvd. and Abel St. is zoned “Office Overlay

Boulevard, for example, can be divided into

Zone”. The Midtown Specific Plan states,

two areas with distinct characteristics. First,

“development within the Gateway Office

found outside the focus area is East Calaveras

Overlay zones shall incorporate measures to

Boulevard from North Milpitas Boulevard to

ensure an attractive landmark-quality entry

I-680. This section of Calaveras Boulevard

image to Milpitas, and encourage the use of

has a distinct character that includes the town

alternative modes of transportation” (City of

center shopping district located adjacent to

Milpitas, 2002).

the street and features large surface parking
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lots. Inside the focus area is West Calaveras

and recommendations presented in this

Boulevard from I-880 to North Milpitas

project. The urban design studio conducted

Boulevard. This section of Calaveras Blvd

a site analysis and identified needs and

has many commercial businesses adjacent

opportunities, which were accepted by the

to the street edge. Future median planting is

City as representing Milpitas’ vision.

to be incorporated using heritage trees, as

URBAN DESIGN VISIONS FOR MILPITAS
California Circle and Main at Serra

well as smaller accent trees. Additional trees,
shrubs and ground covers are to be added
where needed in the existing planting areas
on the embankment, where the boulevard
crosses over the railroads.

Gateways are seen as an important aspect
of streetscapes, as discussed in the Zoning

Figure 3.5 City of Milpitas Urban Design
Visions

Ordinance, in order to highlight a different

The student work that created this report

district or area of town. The Streetscape

has the ability to inspire several solutions

Master Plan calls for Freeway, Highway and

investors and policy makers may consider

other major gateways along arterial streets.

when exploring the potential of two significant

These gateways hold standards such as the

Milpitas sites – California Circle and Main at

expected overall shape, height, or seasonal

Serra. The urban design ideas presented by

interest of plant materials that are distinctive

the students identify a wide range of possible

to the City of Milpitas (City of Milpitas,

outcomes that could provide successful

2000). The Streetscape Master Plan will

alternatives for future development in the

play an integral role in the future aesthetic

City. The City, who praised the results and

development of the focus area.

adopted the report as inspiration for future
planning and development, contracted this

3.3 MILPITAS URBAN DESIGN
VISIONS 2013
Previous work performed by a Cal Poly
CRP undergraduate urban design studio
in 2013 provided the initial investigations
and proposals for the in-depth analysis

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015

work with Cal Poly.

The student work presented in this report
recommends
several

physical

alternatives.

changes

through

They

present

complementary and competitive visions for
the two sites. For the purposes of this report
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the Main at Serra alternatives are outlined
in order to pin point the community’s identity
during the next phase of this plan.

Chapter 5
Final Proposals - Main at Serra

The Main Connection

Urban Design Concepts for Milpitas

The Main Connection / Illustrative Site Plan

Celebrating the history of Milpitas and its

Legend
1: Hotel / Residential Hotel
s Blvd

Calavera

14
lvd

sB

11

ra

ve

3
St
Main

ST
Abel

10

6: Residential towers
4

7: Cultural Museum

5

• A semi-circular plaza forming a gateway

8: Cultural Plaza

7

9: Residential Park

eras

Blvd

cultural richness this design features:

2IÀFHVRYHUFRPPHUFLDO
5: Apartments over commercial

ala

C

4

15

Way

4
6

ST
Abel

Calav

Serra

4

8

1

2: International Movie Theatre Complex
3: Market

13

4

10: Abel Street Plaza

into Serra

11: Pedestrian Greenway
12: Single-family homes

6

2

9

13: Security facility
14: Multi-use public space

3
12

• Green median-rich treatment of Serra

15: Main Street Circle

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo / City of Milpitas
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Figure 3.6 The Main Connection Illustrative Site
Plan

Chapter 5
Final Proposals - Main at Serra

• A plaza at the terminus of Serra with a mural
depicting the history of Milpitas
• A cultural history museum

The Core

Urban Design Concepts for Milpitas

The Core
,OOXVWUDWLYH6LWH3ODQ

Increasing

and

maximizing

pedestrian

permeability by restoring the creek-side
and creating a connectivity grid this design

/HJHQGRI6SHFLÀF8VHV
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
P

features:

7KH*DWHZD\ 6HUUD:D\%RXOHYDUG
&RQYHQWLRQ&HQWHU+RWHO
Art Center
5HVWRUHG&UHHN $EHO6WUHHW
5HVLGHQWLDO+RWHO
0DLQ6WUHHW
7UROOH\6WDWLRQ
0RYLH7KHDWHU
3DUNLQJ6WUXFWXUH
*UHHQ5RRIV

• A Gateway at Serra Boulevard
0 100

128

400

600 ft.
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Figure 3.7 The Core Illustrative Site Plan

• Convention Center with Hotel
• Art District with Plaza and Art Center
• Residential Hotel
• Restored Creek at Able Street
• A Multi-Screen Movie Theater at terminus
of Serra
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HOTSPOT

Chapter 5
Final Proposals - Main at Serra

Urban Design Concepts for Milpitas

>ĞŐĞŶĚĂŶĚƚŽƚĂůďƵŝůĚĂďůĞƐƋƵĂƌĞĨŽŽƚĂŐĞ

/ůůƵƐƚƌĂƟǀĞ^ŝƚĞWůĂŶ

A commercial-based development anchors



this design which features:
• A Performing Arts Center
• High Tech Walk between Main and the rail
road tracks
• Large mixed use buildings which create a
raised community platform on top of retail
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Figure 3.8 HOTSPOT Illustrative Site Plan

• Open public space and a Community Center
Chapter 5
Final Proposals - Main at Serra

Milpitas Main

ILLUSTRATIVE SITE PLAN

Urban Design Concepts for Milpitas

1: Cultural Center
Cultural Center

2: Restaurant Row
Restaurant Row

3: Retail
4: Hotel

A bridge between a hotel and convention

Retail

5: Parking Garage
Hotel

6: Conference Center & Museum
7: Movie Theatre

Parking Garage

center form a visual gateway to the site in this

Convention Center & Museum

Movie Theater

design which features:
•

DEVELOPMENT TABLE

A Hotel and Convention Center to lend

identity to the city
154

•

A Cultural Center with movie theater,

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo / City of Milpitas

Figure 3.9 Milpitas Main Illustrative Site Plan

museum and grocery store
• A Restaurant Row along Main (CRP 341
Urban Design III Studio, 2014)

3.4. Conclusion
Milpitas is situated in an integral position in

interesting public place focusing on the City’s

the Bay Area and Silicon Valley. The City

culture and history. Recommendations in this

boasts a diverse mix of employment, housing

report support Midtown Specific Plan policies

and retail, and features almost 3 square miles

to coordinate focus area development so that

of industrial uses, most which is underutilized

each individual development contributes to an

space. Residents and visitors have many retail,

overall well-designed site plan with a focus on

cuisine, and recreation options to choose

walkabillity and a gateway image.

from in the region. Milpitas must emerge from
the background by providing an attractive and

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015
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4 current conditions & site assesment

4.1 HISTORIC & CULTURAL
RESOURCES
The architecture in the focus area is
comprised of buildings from different periods
and of different architectural styles. Several
significant sites reside within this area
and are recognized by the community as

was located on this site and burned down in
1910. The “Fat Boy” Restaurant that was
later built on this site was part of one of the
first fast-order restaurant chains in California.
Currently the building stands as an office
complex for several businesses in the Main
Street Professional Center.

representative of Milpitas’ historic character.
This is most clearly expressed by several
historically significant buildings and their
architectural character located in the City’s
historic core near Main Street and Serra Way.
The following buildings are described in the
Milpitas Cultural Resources Register (n.d.).
The building and site locations are shown in
Figure 4.2.

The site of Milpitas Hotel built in 1857 and
rebuilt as “Fat Boy” Restaurant in 1924 is
located at 147 South Main Street. The first
hotel built in the City, shown in Figure 4.1,

Cal Poly | Professional Project | Jaramillo | June 2015

Figure 4.1 Milpitas Hotel, Source: City of
Milpitas, n.d.
Old St.

John’s Church Site built in 1870

is located at 279 South Main Street. The
building is a small frame chapel with a stucco
exterior coating. The St. John’s Chapel has a
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Figure 4.2 Milpitas Historic Buildings and Sites Inside Project Focus Area, Source: 2015 Cal Poly
Master’s Project Land Use Survey
A. Milpitas Hotel Site

E. Milpitas Grammar School, now Senior

B. Smith’s Corners a.k.a. Campbell’s Corners

Center

C. Old St. John’s Church Site and Buildings

F. Winsor Blacksmith Shop and Tank House

D. Dr. Smith’s House a.k.a. the DeVries Home

G. Milpitas Rail Yard
gable roof with a Mission style parapet. The
front entry has modern double doors with an
arched window above. There are two modern
stained glass windows on each side of the
building and two in the central part of the
church. It is the oldest church in Milpitas. The
site of St. John the Baptist Catholic Church
was established in 1870. The church property

Figure 4.3 St John’s Church Current
Condition, Source: sjbparish.org
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currently features a modern church, a 1923
social hall, and this small chapel in addition to
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other support facilities as shown in Figure 4.3.

the City’s Cultural Resources Register (n.d.)

The chapel appears to have been constructed

that include:

about 1910, at a time the church was known
as the Portuguese Roman Catholic Church.

Milpitas Grammar School, now Senior Center,

The church is still operational today.

located at 160 North Main Street and owned
by the City. The Milpitas Grammar School

Smith’s Corners, also known as Campbell’s

was completed in June 1916, to replace the

Corners, was established between 1900 and

first one, built in 1856 and burned in 1912. It

1910. It is located at 167 S. Main Street.

served as City Hall between 1956 and 1969,

Campbell’s Corners saloon is a one-story

then as a community Center, and now as a

cross-gabled Craftsman building as shown

Senior Center, as shown in Figure 4.6. As the

in Figure 4.4. Built in the mid-1900s by John

only Neoclassical public building in Milpitas,

F. Smith at the intersection of Milpitas Road

and as an outstanding example of that

and Serra Way, Campbell’s Corners was
known for most of its life as Smith’s Corners.
As a favorite watering place in the town, the
saloon catered to both residents and travelers
as depicted in Figure 4.5. The corner has
been the site of a saloon since Milpitas first
became a community in the mid-1800s. In
1893 it was known as the Goodwin Hotel
and after the building burned, Smith rebuilt
on the same site. During Prohibition the
saloon sold soft drinks, and returned to its

Figure 4.4 Restored Campbell’s Corners
Building Current Condition, Source: 2015
Land Use Survey

former use immediately after that period was
over. Currently the building houses a local
restaurant featuring Mexican cuisine.

Because the focus area is a piece of the
historical core of the City just outside the Main
at Serra focus area are a few more notable
cultural and historic resources described in
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Figure 4.5 Campbell’s Corners Bar Tender,
Source: milpitashistory.org
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Figure 4.6 Redeveloped Milpitas Grammar
School Current Condition, Source: 2015
Land Use Survey

architectural style, the Grammar School is
architecturally significant as shown in Figure
4.6 and Figure 4.7.

Dr. Smith’s House, also known as the DeVries
Home, was built in 1915 and is located at 163
North Main Street. Dr. Renselaer J. Smith
came to the town from Redlands in 1904.
Smith, the second doctor to set up practice
in Milpitas, built the structure. This is an
example of high-style Prairie architecture.
The Dr. Smith house is unique in Milpitas. It
embodies the best elements of the style that
originated in Chicago and was popular for a
Figure 4.7 Historic Milpitas Grammar School,
Source: unknown

brief period between 1905 and 1915. It served
as both his residence and medical office. The
DeVries family purchased the home in 1950
and still lives there.
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Winsor Blacksmith Shop was built in 1920

from the east due to the railroad tracks and

and is located at 112 North Main Street. The

facilities. Views from the focus area east to

Winsor family settled in Milpitas in 1863. Tom

the mountains are picturesque and create a

and George Winsor, descendants of pioneer

distinct landmark for travelers. State Route

Milpitas settlers John and Catherine Winsor,

237, or Calaveras Blvd, is classified as a

built the Winsor Blacksmith Shop in the 1920s.

Scenic Resource.

They provided blacksmithing services for the
village and travelers. The building was listed
on the 1930 Sanborn map as “Blacksmith
and

Wood Works”, so presumably they

were also engaged in woodworking. The
building was demolished in 2006 to make
space for the Milpitas Public Library.

Winsor Tank House also built in 1920 is
located at 112 North Main Street. The Winsor
brothers used the Winsor Tank House as a
source of water for blacksmithing. Although
the building was demolished in 2006, the
Winsor Tank House survived and was
relocated. Its current location is at the south
entrance of the Milpitas Public Library.

4.2 DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS
Access & Visibility

Scenic Resources
According to the Milpitas Trails Master Plan
(1997) the foothills and the tree-lined Coyote
Creek corridor provide Milpitas with a scenic
backdrop and visual reference points. Also
important to Milpitas’ identity are the major
entryways of the City. Scenic Resources could
be both natural and man-made. Hillsides,
ridges, visually significant vegetation and
other elements are critical in shaping the
City’s scenic identity.

In order to maintain and improve the character
of scenic resources from streets, the General
Plan (2010) establishes a well-integrated
network of Scenic Routes. These are streets
or corridors, which pass through an area of
scenic value, provide efficient connections
between such areas, or provide distant views

The focus area is located a pivotal access area

of Scenic Resources. The General Plan

because it is served by main access corridors

Scenic Route Map is shown in Figure 4.8.

leading to other locations in the City and
the region such as Abel Street, Main Street,

Scenic Connector is a designated street

I-880, and State Route 237. Accessibility

connecting or providing access to Scenic

from both highways is excellent but is limited

Corridors
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or

distant

views.

A

Scenic
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Figure 4.8 Milpitas Scenic Routes Map, Source: City of Milpitas, 2010
Connector may not necessarily cross an
area of scenic value, and the adjacent land
may not be subject to the Scenic Corridor
land use controls. However, special design
treatment will be carried out to provide a
visual continuity with the Scenic Corridors,
which may include roadside landscaping,
undergrounding of utility lines, and street
furnishings (City of Milpitas, 2010). Calaveras
Boulevard is classified as a Scenic Connector
marked with breathtaking views both east and
westbound, as shown in Figures 4.15-4.22
later in this chapter.

Complete Streets
A recently new concept known as “Complete
Streets” is gaining significant attention in
the United States. The movement seeks
to reverse decades of street design, which
catered primarily to the needs of automobiles
at the cost of other users. A Complete
Streets approach to street design ensures
that transportation planners and engineers
consistently design and operate the entire
roadway with all users in mind, including
bicyclists, public transportation riders, and
pedestrians of all ages and abilities, without
forgetting motorists. The result is expected to
produce streets that are safer, more livable,
and hospitable to everyone.
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There is no singular design prescription for

is good not only for motorists, but is good for

Complete Streets, each one is unique and

pedestrians and bicyclists as well. A highly

in response to its community context (City of

connected network has also been found to

Milpitas, 2010). Milpitas is dedicated to the

increase safety by slowing auto speeds, thus

concept of Complete Streets which is evident

lowering injuries and fatalities from crashes

through the policies set in the Midtown Specific

(Redwood City, 2013). The current conditions

Plan that includes: sidewalks, traffic calming,

of connectivity to and from the focus area

streetscape improvements, pedestrian routes

are analyzed in terms of pedestrian, bicycle,

to transit stations, and improvements to a

public transit, and automobile conditions.

trail network. Safe connections are being
investigated for the barrier created by the
Union Pacific Railroad tracks for pedestrians,
bicyclists, and automobiles in order to
improve access to Main Street areas and
citywide circulation (Kumar, 2013). Many of
these improvements have been made and
will be discussed in a later section.

Pedestrian Conditions
A walkable urban district should have, at
a minimum, 5-foot wide sidewalks on both
sides of every street. This allows two people
walking in opposite directions to comfortably
pass each other, in addition to providing
access to wheelchair users. Of the 69
individual lot surveys performed by the Cal

Circulation & Connectivity

Poly Urban Design Studio, only seven lots

The connectivity of the street network is the

were reported as lacking sidewalks, and all

foundation upon which mobility, for all modes

sidewalks are at least 5 feet wide. The focus

of transportation, is built. For pedestrians

area is nearly perfect in terms of meeting this

and bicyclists, a highly connected street

minimum walkability standard. Ideal sidewalk

network allows for short, direct routes to their

conditions, however, are considered to be 12

destination, vastly increasing the feasibility

feet wide according to the Redwood City’s

and desirability of these modes. Also, for

Downtown Precise Plan (2013) that was used

automobiles,

as a model for Milpitas.

a

highly

connected

street

network helps to shorten trips (lowering
vehicle miles travelled and the associated

In general, pedestrian support has similar

pollution) and also helps to disperse trips,

infrastructure and safety needs as bikeways

lessening the tendency of key streets to

and trails. It has been identified that pedestrian

experience overwhelming traffic. Less traffic

activity, as well as the enjoyment of walking,
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is increased when walkway facilities are

Additional ways that Milpitas plans for

safe, comfortable and attractive for all users

pedestrian safety is through General Plan

including children, seniors and persons with

policies for children, seniors and persons with

disabilities according to the General Plan

disabilities (2010):

(2010). Some of the best ways to enhance
walkways are through not only the provision
of adequate sidewalk width, but also lighting,
buffers between the pedestrians, median
islands,

curb

opportunities,

extensions,
and

ample

safe

crossing

landscaping,

particularly street trees. In addition, other
enhancements at signalized crossings such
as adequate pedestrian crossing timing and
accessible pedestrian signals near senior
complexes and medical facilities further

Planning for Children
The

Milpitas

Safe

Routes

to

School

program encourages parents and students
to walk or bike to school by identifying
obstacles, promoting safety, and suggested
improvements. A strong education component
is included in the program.

Planning for Seniors

improve access for users with slower walking

Adequate pedestrian timing and accessible

pace and sensory loss. Obstructions to

pedestrian signals for crossing should be in

movement should be removed to the extent

place at signalized crossings in the vicinity

feasible and planned for accordingly (City

of senior residential complexes, civic and

of Milpitas, 2010). The current conditions

medical facilities to improve the pedestrian

of street amenities such as the previously

experience for senior citizens.

described are outlined in the bicycle section
below.

Street trees have a positive visual impact on
pedestrian experience as well by providing
shade, a habit for wildlife and can add to
property values. However, City maintenance
costs can be expected to increase, as street
trees grow taller, requiring additional and
more difficult maintenance. Sidewalk damage
is one of the difficult problems in street
maintenance.
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Planning for Persons with Disabilities
As with the measures suggested for senior
citizens, adequate pedestrian timing and
accessible pedestrian signals for signalized
crossings

should

be

in

place

where

appropriate, such as civic and medical
facilities. Obstructions to movement should
also be removed and placed in appropriate
locations during the planning stages to
maximize movement for those with disabilities.
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Trails
Approximately 37 miles of trails were proposed

Bicycling

in the Milpitas Trails Master Plan (1997).

The City’s existing system of bike lanes and

The plan complements the City’s on-street

routes attempts to support this transportation

bicycle system through the identification of

mode. The City’s Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory

best fitting corridors that align with creeks,

Committee (BPAC) serves as an advisory

rail corridors and utility right of way that cross

body to the City Council on matters relating to

the City. The Penitencia Creek Corridor is a

planning, modifications and expansion of the

proposed trail that stretches 4.8 miles and

City’s Bikeway System. BPAC also promotes

provides access to the industrial core of the

safety, education and awareness of bicycling

city as well as the Coyote Creek Trail. The

and pedestrian issues.

Penitencia Creek Trail extends along Abel
St through the focus area between Weller

In 2009 the City adopted a Bikeways Master

Lane to the north and Capitol Avenue to the

Plan which includes a full analysis of bicycling

south and continues in both directions. The

conditions, goals, objectives and benchmarks

classification given to the Penitencia Creek

for bicycling, funding sources for projects and

Trail is “City Trail”. According to the Milpitas

programs, and design guidelines with best

Trails Master Plan (1997) a City Trail provides

practices for implementing bikeways (City of

north-south and east-west cross-town routes

Milpitas, 2010).

and extends beyond the city limits to Fremont
and San Jose. These trails provide benefits

The City’s Bikeway Master Plan (2009) created

to

centers,

a summary of opportunities and constraints

shopping areas, schools, and transit facilities

from a collection of fieldwork, conversations

by creating recreation and transportation

with City staff, a meeting with the Bicycle

connections. The eight proposed trails in the

and Pedestrian Advisory Committee, and a

Trails Master Plan were prioritized based on

review of planning documents. Themes found

five criteria. The Penitencia Creek tied with

in the opportunities analysis were: the many

another trail as second highest priority to be

connections to regional network and regional

developed in the City. Trail construction is yet

destinations, existing bike lanes, potential

to be started.

bike paths along specific corridors such as

neighborhoods,

employment
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Penitencia Creek — which runs through the

in 2009 construction was occurring on North

focus area — Calera Creek and railroad

Main Street between Weller Lane and Carlo

corridors, and neighboring city connections

Street for pedestrian and bicycle-focused

to San Jose via Able Street — which runs

streetscape improvements, which has a direct

through the focus area — and Fremont via

northern connection to the focus area.

Milpitas Boulevard. Themes found in the

•

constraints analysis were: the lack of grid-like

project was scheduled for completion in 2007

street network increases distance pedestrians

and should have included new bicycle lanes

and bicyclists must travel, and the many types

from Montague to Weller Lane, but does not.

of barriers that exist in Milpitas for bicyclists

The current bicycle lane begins at Montague

such as high traffic volumes, barriers created

and stops at Corning Avenue.

by east-west connections (I-880, I680, and

•

railroad tracks), many cul-de-sacks, highway

development, new parks with trail elements

interchanges, and creeks.

were completed in 2007 throughout Midtown.

There have been some positive strides in the

Although some goals have been met the City

right direction in the Midtown Specific Plan

has many improvements to make. In Midtown,

area, some occurring inside and just outside

there are bike lanes in place on Great Mall

the focus area, such as:

Parkway

• Carlo Street closure complete in 2006. In

Expressway.

2009 the City was pursuing the conversion of

much of the Midtown Area, but deficiencies

the Carlo Street on-ramp to eastbound SR237

still exist along portions of Abel Street, Serra

to an off-ramp instead. The portion of Carlo

Way and Great Mall Parkway according to the

Street closed in 2006 will remain available as

Midtown Specific Plan (2002).

Phase I of the Abel Street Streetscape

Through public-private partnerships with

between

I-880

Sidewalks

and
exist

Montague
throughout

an alternate bike route to North Main Street.
This accomplishment took place in the focus
area.
•

The City completed the construction of

pedestrian and bicycle-focused streetscape
improvements

on Abel

Street

in

2007

between Great Mall Parkway and Corning
Avenue. This accomplishment has a direct
southern connection to the focus area. Also
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Public Transit
The Bikeway Master Plan (2009) identifies
that the Valley Transit Authority (VTA)
connects Milpitas to the Bay Region. VTA
connects Milpitas to the region with shuttles to
the near-by City of Fremont, and the Altamont
Commuter Express Station in near-by Santa
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Clara. Additionally, the VTA is in the process

along this extension, is planned in conjunction

of studying the feasibility of bringing the Bay

with the Transit Area Specific Plan EIR. This

Area Rapid Transit (BART) system through

extension would follow the Union Pacific

Milpitas to San Jose.

Railroad right-of-way, with stations at the
intersection of the Montague Expressway and

VTA
Milpitas is served by 15 VTA bus lines. The
majority of the bus lines connect to the Great
Mall of the Bay Area. Milpitas residents can
access the Fremont BART Station by three
bus lines. The Altamont Commuter Express

Capitol Avenue. The Transit Area Specific
Plan EIR places increased bicycle mobility
and access to transit as a priority (City of
Milpitas, 2009).

Automobiles

runs two shuttles to the Great America Station

Midtown has excellent regional automobile

in Santa Clara. The VTA 901 Alum Rock to

access to I-¬880 and I-¬680

Santa Teresa light rail line also connects

Route 237, and Tasman and Great Mall

Milpitas to Campbell, Mountain View, and

Parkway interchanges. Calaveras Boulevard

San Jose.

and Montague Expressway, both important

via

State

regional thoroughfares that are maintained
BART
The Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) is a heavy
rail system connecting 43 stations spread
throughout the Bay Area. Over the years,
BART has increased its accommodations for
bicycles. In 2000, BART issued its Bicycle
Parking and Access Plan, which set a goal of
increasing bicycle access. Currently, BART
allows bicycles on most trains, except those
trains traveling during peak commute hours
between Oakland and San Francisco.

In 2000, voters approved an extension of the
Fremont BART line to Milpitas, San Jose,

and operated by Santa Clara County, also
serve the area. Main and Abel Streets, which
form the center of the Midtown Area and run
directly through the focus area, are important
north-south arterials for the City. There
are limited east-west corridors in the area,
due to the two railroad lines, which cause
circuitous travel patterns. Midtown is located
in an area which experiences significant peak
hour congestion. Congestion on I-¬880
causes through traffic to be diverted to key
roadways in the Midtown Area, including Main
and Abel Streets according to the General
Plan (2002).

and Santa Clara. The Milpitas BART Station,
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In 2011 National Data & Surveying Services

Specific Plan, along with recent development

performed traffic counts of major intersections

activity has forecasted the increase of

in the City (2011). One intersection surveyed

additional

during this process is within the focus area:

segments of the following Milpitas roadways

Abel St and Calaveras Blvd. The survey was

will have higher levels of traffic volume by

performed on Wednesday, January 5, 2011 in

year 2030:

two-hour increments during both peak hours.

• Abel Street

One count was performed from 7 AM to 9 AM.

• Dixon Landing Road

The second count was performed from 4 PM to

• Main Street

6 PM. It was observed that the AM Peak Hour

• McCarthy Boulevard

–the hour with the highest traffic activity—

• Milpitas Boulevard

was 7:45 and the PM Peak Hour was 4:45

• Montague Expressway

PM. The majority of the traffic was observed

• Tasman Drive/Great Mall Parkway

traveling east and westbound on Calaveras

Mitigation measures have been identified in

Blvd: 2,019 vehicles traveled westbound on

order to alleviate the traffic pressure on these

Calaveras Blvd during the AM count period

roadways. Major improvement projects are

and

eastbound

reviewed annually and are included in the

during the PM count period. The count of

VTP/RTP in order to be eligible for funding.

vehicles was significantly less traveling north

In 2010, the project in the focus area was the

and southbound on Abel St during the count

Calaveras Boulevard Widening. This project

periods: 343 vehicles traveled southbound on

included replacing the bridge between Milpitas

Abel St during the AM count period and 354

Boulevard and Abel Street to accommodate 6

vehicles traveled northbound during the PM

lanes and pedestrian bicycle facilities in both

count period.

directions (City of Milpitas, 2010).

Major Improvements Needed

Truck Routes & Movement of Goods

Due to regional through-traffic along sub-

Providing ample circulation for trucks is

regional routes, such as State Route 237 and

necessary for economic development of the

Montague Expressway, a large increase in

City by facilitating transportation of goods

traffic by year 2035 is anticipated according

and products. In Milpitas, there is a four-ton

to the General Plan (2010). The completion

weight limit restriction on all streets, with a

of the Midtown Specific Plan and Transit Area

few exceptions. Therefore, by default, truck

2,394

vehicles

traveled
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traffic.

It

is

anticipated

that
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traffic can only use the exempted streets,

information such as number of buildings,

which can be referred to as “truck routes.”

number of stories, use type, façade materials

The truck routes that traverse the focus area

and color, number of trees, and sidewalk

are Calaveras Blvd and a section of Abel St

conditions. For the purposes of this report,

north of the focus area. The routes serve

the 2013 land use survey was updated in

as primary commercial truck movements

2015 to reflect the most recent conditions.

entering and leaving the City. The General

Minor changes were made to most parcels

Plan (2010) calls for wherever feasible, efforts

such as number of street trees and sidewalk

to be made in order to minimize conflicts

conditions. Larger updates include façade

along streets with heavy pedestrian activities

upgrades, paint, and completed construction

by implementing parallel corridors for goods

projects. A template was used in the original

movements.

2013 land use survey and again in the
update in 2015 as shown in Figure 4.9 and

4.3 2015 LAND USE SURVEY &
SITE ASSESSMENT
During the 2013 Cal Poly Urban Design
Studio a land use survey was conducted. The
students surveyed each parcel and collected

Figure 4.9 Land Use Survey Template
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Figure 4.10. Key research findings include
building fabric, opportunity sites, gateway
location assessment, and walkability. These
findings will influence this project’s design
recommendations.

Figure 4.10 Land Use Survey Image
Documentation
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Building Fabric
Buildings in the Midtown Specific Plan Area are a combination of relatively new and old single
and multi-storied structures representing several architectural styles, with few noticeable
patterns. They use a variety of materials,
finishes, and roof shapes including parapets
and pitched roofs, and are painted a variety of
colors. Metal or concrete block walls and flat
metal roofs characterize several commercial
service buildings. Some freestanding older
homes are also scattered throughout the
area, particularly along Main Street. The older
homes are classified as historic and cultural
resources that stand as a reminder of the
development that founded the City.

The buildings, parcels and roadways are
varied in scale and size throughout the
Midtown Specific Plan Area. The Main
Figure 4.11 Midtown Specific Plan
Opportunity Sites Map, Source: City of
Milpitas, 2010

Street area features buildings on smaller
lots adjacent to a two-lane street. Buildings
in the Calaveras retail area are larger and
automobile oriented.

Opportunity Sites
There are a number of opportunity sites
located within the Midtown Area. Opportunity
sites are those that are either vacant or have
existing buildings or uses that would be
expected to be developed in the future with
a higher or more intense use. Opportunity
Figure 4.12 Updated Focus Area Opportunity
Sites Map
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sites are shown in the Midtown Specific Plan
(2010), Figure 4.11. Additionally, Figure 4.12
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presents an updated opportunity sites map created for the land use survey performed for this
project in 2015.

Walkability Assessment
The Active Living Research Program’s manual Measuring Urban Design Qualities provided a
guideline for assessing the walkability of three blocks in the focus area. Figure 4.13 illustrates
the Main Street South of Serra Way assessment sheet. The following blocks were surveyed for
this project using this method:
• Main Street South of Calaveras Blvd,
• Main Street South of Serra Way, and
• Serra Way between Abel Street and Main Street.

Figure 4.13 Walkability Assessment Tool
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Each block has a unique character and

This block measured higher than the other

connections to other areas within Milpitas.

two in all categories except for transparency.

Main Street north of Calaveras Boulevard

The most overwhelming difference between

has been updated with pedestrian amenities

street measurements is in the category of

and is located adjacent to the Milpitas Public

imagebility.

Library and the historic Milpitas Grammar
School. Main Street south of Serra Way
features older buildings set back from the

Existing City Proposed Gateway
Location Assessment

street, average sidewalk conditions, and

The

many vacant lots. Serra Way between Abel

importance of gateway development. The

Street and Main Street connects the east

Midtown

Calaveras Blvd area with the historic area and

community gateway locations. The specific

features commercial development, vacant

plan policy 5.6 states the need to enhance the

lots, and few pedestrian amenities. Table 4.1

entry identity at designated gateway zones

presents the scores each block earned during

with special landscape treatment, monuments

the analysis. The full calculator tool for each

and/or architectural features. An area of

block’s assessment is found in Appendix C.

Calaveras Boulevard at the intersection

City

has

previously

Specific

Plan

identified

recognizes

the

five

with Serra Way was identified as a gateway
Main Street south of Calaveras Blvd has the

zone. The specific plan recommendations

highest walkability score of the three blocks.

include: streetscape improvements intended

Table 4.1 Project Area Walkability Scores
Imageability

Enclosure

Human
Scale

Transparency

Complexity

Total
Score

Main Street
South of
Calaveras
Boulevard

17.91

1.02

4.45

2.65

5.14

31.18

Main Street
Sourth of Serra
Way

12.71

0.40

2.60

3.34

4.45

23.50

Serra Way

8.48

0.96

3.25

3.15

4.20

20.03

Average

13.03

0.79

3.43

3.05

4.60

24.90
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to improve the entry image of Calaveras Boulevard, new office development at Serra Way and
Calaveras Boulevard, incorporate landscape such as a small plaza, open space and trees, and
the need to convey a sense of entry through architectural treatments.

The land use survey performed for this project used the Midtown Specific Plan’s community
gateway recommendations to analyze current conditions and recommend additional changes.
The following images provide a serial vision, or a walkthrough analysis, of the Calaveras
Boulevard junction with Serra Way. The serial vision analysis is a method set forward by Gordon
Cullen (1971) based on the fact that pedestrians perceive the city in movement. According to
his theory, it is the dynamic relationship between existing and emerging views that make us
interested in a particular space or trajectory. Therefore, in this type of analysis, one collects a set
of views the pedestrian will encounter while traversing a path through an urban space. The goal
is to understand the elements that affect the pedestrian along the path. A serial vision analysis is
presented through Figures 4.15 through 4.22. Figure 4.14 demonstrates the analysis trajectory
and each photo’s location.

Figure 4.14 Serial Vision Trajectory, Source: 2015 Cal Poly Master’s Project Land Use Survey
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Figure 4.15 Eastbound view along Calaveras Boulevard at Abbot Avenue, Source: 2015 Cal
Poly Master’s Project Land Use Survey
(Figure 4.14 Location Number 1) Street trees provide shade and buffer from traffic. Landscaping
screens commercial surface parking lot from pedestrian view. Signage prevents Calaveras
Boulevard pedestrian crossing at Abbot Avenue. Hill views emerge from behind commercial
development and street trees.

Figure 4.16 Eastbound view along Calaveras Boulevard standing in front of Walgreens
Pharmacy, Source: 2015 Cal Poly Master’s Project Land Use Survey
(Figure 4.14 Location Number 2) There is no pedestrian buffer from the street nor is there a
bike lane. All streetlights are facing away from the pedestrian realm in parking lots or on the
street. The sidewalk is average condition and provides five to ten feet right-of-way depending on
impediments.
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Figure 4.17 Eastbound view along Calaveras Boulevard approaching Serra Way, Source: 2015
Cal Poly Master’s Project Land Use Survey
(Figure 4.14 Location Number 3) Hill views emerge providing a navigational landmark and place
imageability. Street signs are all automobile related. Occasional street trees provide shade.

Figure 4.18 Eastbound view along Calaveras Boulevard facing Serra Center shopping plaza,
Source: 2015 Cal Poly Master’s Project Land Use Survey
(Figure 4.14 Location Number 4) The plaza sign is in disrepair. No longer does landscaping
screen surface parking lots. Most non-commercial signage points away from pedestrian realm or
refers to vehicles only.
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Figure 4.19 Eastbound view along Calaveras Boulevard approaching Serra Way, Source: 2015
Cal Poly Master’s Project Land Use Survey
(Figure 4.14 Location Number 5) Sidewalk conditions are poor. All elements in this photo speak
only to vehicles such as commercial options, signs, and scale.

Figure 4.20 Eastbound view along Calaveras Boulevard approaching Serra Way, Source: 2015
Cal Poly Master’s Project Land Use Survey
(Figure 4.14 Location Number 6) Hill views now represent about 30 percent of this photo.
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Figure 4.21 Eastbound view along Calaveras Boulevard at Serra Way junction, Source: 2015
Cal Poly Master’s Project Land Use Survey
(Figure 4.14 Location Number 7) A planter buffers pedestrian realm from street. A median allows
for ease of pedestrian crossing. Young street trees and good street condition portray a sense of
recent updating. Hill views become more predominant. Gas station colors and geometry detract
from the view that is beyond.

Figure 4.22 Eastbound view along Serra Way passed Calaveras Boulevard junction, Source:
2015 Cal Poly Master’s Project Land Use Survey
(Figure 4.14 Location Number 8) Landscaping and street trees provide a sense of enclosure.
Street lighting represents a non pedestrian-friendly or human scale. Distant buildings begin to
suggest human scale beyond this photo.
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Assessment of the Gateway
Location

4.4 CONCLUSION
The focus area’s identity is comprised of

An analysis of the pedestrian experience

high accessibility, history, and scenic views,

along the proposed gateway corridor led to

although

the conclusion that the area’s existing visual

featuring

attributes do not entice people into the public

vacant and designated for parking. City

realm. The sidewalk has limited pedestrian

policy addresses the need for pedestrian

amenities and appealing aesthetics are

improvements such as sidewalks, traffic

scarce. There is no street wall and limited

calming, pedestrian routes to transit stations,

street

and

signage

referring

to

pedestrian

primarily
many

automobile-oriented

large

improvements

to

empty

a

trail

lots,

both

network.

activity. The sidewalk is in disrepair along

Opportunity

the short distance. Access is prohibited

the focus area boundary and should be

across Calaveras Boulevard in one location.

capitalized during development in terms

The only public space is the sidewalk and

of aesthetics and site planning. Additional

signage does not suggest there is any within

improvements should include streetscape

walking distance. Landscape buffers provide

improvements intended to improve the entry

a perceived sense of safety (1) occasionally

image of Calaveras Boulevard, new office

between the public right-of-way and the

development, landscaping and open space

street and (2) between pedestrian realm and

improvements such as a small plaza, and

surface parking, but lack in other important

the need to convey a sense of entry through

areas. Streetlights are tall and would not

architectural treatments. Additionally, there

provide pedestrians a sense of safety at

is a high level of access to other locations in

night. There is no presence of a bicycle lane.

the City and the region because main access

Despite the opportunities that arise from the

corridors serve the area. There are seven

negative walking experience, the hill views

historically significant sites inside and just

are breathtaking and should be reinforced

outside the focus area boundary. Hillsides,

through site design, building height, and

ridges, and local vegetation frame the scenic

architectural features.

surroundings on Calaveras Boulevard both

sites

are

abundant

within

east and westbound. Therefore, the focus
area boasts tremendous opportunities for
improving the City’s identity and physical
improvements.
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5 community survey

The purpose of the community survey was
to understand the community’s perceived

5.1 METHODS

positive and negative aspects about Midtown

Target Audience

and the focus areas. Because the focus area is

The everyday user of the focus area was the

located within and shares an identity with the

survey’s target audience. Everyday users

Midtown area it was important to understand

are individuals who live inside and outside

the differences between the perceptions of

the focus area and because of this it was

both areas. The selected method to gather

not possible to identify contact information of

information was in the form of one-on-one

the target audience. The survey’s audience

interviews

survey

required a personal and self-administered

instrument in order to gain in-depth, one-on-

version. The survey instrument was tailored

one community feedback.

to this type of distribution.

using

a

standardized

Eight personal

interviews were conducted. The limitations of
this method include expensive to administer,
time consuming, limited cooperation from the
City, and requires cooperation from residents
and business owners. Individual responses
can be found in the report Appendix B. The
following sections describe the methods, a
summary of responses, and courses of future
action.
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Survey Instrument
The survey featured three types of questions
closed-ended, open-ended, and multi-option
format. The full survey instrument can be
found in the report’s Appendix B. The first
survey page is shown in Figure 5.1. There
are advantages and drawbacks of all three
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types. There are advantages and drawbacks of all three types. The question types were tailored
specifically for speaking with people in person, a rapid survey time, and to gather the highest
quality feedback possible.

Closed-ended questions limit the answers of the respondents to the specific response options
provided on the questionnaire unless provided an “other, please specify field”. Advantages include:
time-efficiency, responses prove simple to code and interpret, and are ideal for quantitative type
research. Disadvantages include: respondents are required to choose a response that may not
reflect their best answer and the researcher cannot further explore the meaning of the responses
provided.

Figure 5.1 Community Survey Template
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Open-ended questions have no predefined

There are advantages and drawbacks to this

options or categories. The respondents

type of survey approach.

provide

personal

answers.

Advantages

include: participants can respond to the

The personal approach provides a face-

questions exactly as how they would like

to-face

to,

the

and target audience. Advantages include:

meaning of the responses, and this type of

questions asked directly of the respondent by

question is ideal for qualitative type research.

the researcher are proven to have a higher

Disadvantages include: time-consuming and

response rate if visual materials are required

responses are difficult to code and interpret.

during the survey. This approach also provides

the

researcher

can

investigate

interaction

between

researcher

the opportunity for the researcher to observe
The multi-option format can be categorized as

the participants’ behavior and true response,

closed-ended because this format presents

ask follow up questions if their initial response

questions to the respondent with multiple

is unclear, or if more information is needed.

answers to choose from. Because this type
of question is categorized as closed-ended it

The disadvantages include: a higher chance

has the same advantages and disadvantages.

of bias due to the personal interaction between

Structured response formats, such as the

the respondent and the interviewer. The

multi-option question are also classified

anonymity of the respondents is lost, which

according to the number of response options.

was not an issue with this particular survey,

Multi-chotomous response formats include

as responses were not revealing extremely

more than two answer options. All multi-option

sensitive or controversial feedback. This type

questions in this project’s community survey

of approach is also not ideal if participants are

were multi-chotomous in order to provide

located in different geographical areas, which

ease during coding and interpretation.

in this case, the target audience members
live inside and outside the geographic area.

Application
The community survey was administered to
eight individuals on foot in the focus area on
February 15, 2015 for a period of four hours. A

Yet another disadvantage of administering
the survey in this manner is the need to obtain
permission from business to administer
on-site.

personal and self-administered approach was
taken in order to capture the target audience.
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5.2 RESULTS SUMMARY
Understanding how people use the focus
area and how they may wish to use it can
help shape the City’s vision of this area. As
demonstrated survey respondents visit the
Figure 5.2 Visiting the Focus Area, Number
of Respondents=8

focus area for a variety of reasons. 25 percent
of survey responses listed meet with others
as a frequent activity. Other survey responses
included: shopping, services, leisure and for
work.

Everyday behaviors of users will establish
patterns business owners, future developers,
and potential property owners can use in
determining whether the focus area has
development potential. The majority of survey
respondents visit the focus area between
4 and 6 times per week. 25 percent of
Figure 5.3 Positive Aspects, Number of
Responses=27

respondents visit between 1 and 3 times per
week as shown in Figure 5.2.

Current Elements to Highlight
The positive aspects of the focus area are
diverse according to survey respondents.
Over 25 percent of responses declared the
existing retail and services are a positive
aspect. 22 percent of responses listed the
culture in the focus area as a positive aspect.
Other responses included: the public spaces,
Figure 5.4 Needed Improvements, Number
of Responses=17
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the parking, cleanliness, and the architecture
as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Current Elements to Improve

the following question “What would influence

The people that use the focus area have in

users to use the area more often?” Responses

depth and valuable knowledge about existing

varied and included the following:

conditions. The survey attempted to capture
this value by asking survey respondents

• More attractive;

what was currently lacking in the focus area.

• Additional services;

Nearly ¼ of responses stated the focus area

• Additional recreation;

lacks art. A similar percentage of responses

• Better walking and bicycle access; and

said recreation options were lacking as well

• More activities such as family oriented,

as cleanliness. Other responses included:

church, and evening activities.

safety, public or open spaces, food options,
and adequate sidewalk conditions as shown

The map featured in the community survey

in Figure 5.4.

was accompanied by a gateway definition.
The map’s purpose was to identify what

One survey question that led to the most

respondents believed to be the cognitive

diverse answer pool attempted to answer

gateway or entrance into the focus area.

Figure 5.5 Community Survey Map Findings
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Respondents were asked to indicate these
areas on the map. The individual responses
can be found in the report Appendix B, and
Figure 5.5 illustrates a composite map of all
eight responses. Three respondents identified
westbound along Calaveras Boulevard at
about the Main Street flyover as a gateway.
The other six respondents identified a location
eastbound along Calaveras Boulevard as a
gateway into the focus area. Two of the eight
respondents identified the area of Calaveras
Boulevard

• Create a comprehensive stakeholder
contact list
• Administer to surrounding residential
neighborhoods via mail and online
• Coordinate with a local event to
administer during or after
• Coordinate with City planning staff
to hold an informational and survey
session
• With the assistance of City staff
administer to major stakeholders
• Coordinate in advance with business

5.3 FUTURE RESEARCH
In the future, there are a number of actions
that could potentially reach a larger survey
audience. This list is based on the assumption
of complete cooperation with stakeholders
such as City planning staff and focus area
business owners. Use the survey created for
this project as a pilot. Assess the weaknesses

owners

to

allow

permission

to

administer on business site and
during business hours
• Enlist the help of others to administer
on foot
• Create a project website or use online
survey instruments (survey monkey)
• Public meeting

and strengths. Improve the survey and do the
following:
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6 case studies

The project focus area is in an underused,

of business variety, and limited aesthetic

well located, and opportunity rich region of

value. This area would benefit from an

the City. In summary the area is located in

anchor showcasing a unique identity, quality

the City’s historic core and Midtown Area. It

aesthetics, and active open spaces to draw

is bordered by the highly trafficked Calaveras

locals and visitors from throughout the region.

Boulevard and intersected by Abel and Main
Streets. The central location makes it an

Encouraging

ideal space for announcing the City’s identity,

emphasizing historical identity, establishing

history, and culture. The community survey,

public open spaces, and improving public

the Milpitas Urban Design Visions report

realm aesthetics are some of the significant

(2013), and the land use survey performed

elements of this project. The following three

for this project revealed that the focus area

case studies present best practices in these

contains limited public open space, a lack

areas:

Historical Identity
& Connectivity

Colony, Texas
and Paso Robles,
California gateway
and essential corridor
design guidelines

Public Open
Space & Economic
Development

Albuquerque, New
Mexico Rail Yards
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economic

development,

Economic
Development

Japan Town, San
Francisco, California
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The chapter will conclude with an assessment

serve to educate property owners, designers,

of the case studies against the urban design

developers, the public, and plan reviewers

principles identified in Chapter 1 as the

on what a city expects in new development

theoretical framework of this project.

and redevelopment. Guidelines can highlight
areas requiring special attention to detail and

6.1 HISTORIC IDENTITY &
CITYWIDE CONNECTIVITY
The architecture in the focus area is
comprised of buildings from different periods
and of different architectural styles. The
community recognizes several historically
significant buildings as representative of
the City’s celebrated character. This is
most clearly expressed by the architectural
character and styles of significant buildings in
the historic core near Main Street and Serra
Way. The Chapter 4 describes the sites of the
Milpitas Hotel, the Smith’s Corners Saloon
building, the Milpitas Grammar School, Dr.
Smith’s House, the Winsor Blacksmith Shop,
and the Winsor Tank House as examples of
the historic buildings located inside or just
outside the focus area. Multiple mechanisms
have been employed in order to safeguard
historical character and improve existing
aesthetic character of an important area.
Developing design guidelines is a common
best practice among planning mechanisms.

The intent of the guidelines shared below
is to ensure quality development through
design control policy. Design guidelines can
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demonstrate specific design techniques.

The City of Colony, Texas (2013) boasts a set
of guidelines for a gateway overlay district
that is based on a set of eight principles.

1. Create a sense of place. Along corridors
where substantial pedestrian activity occurs
and/or is encouraged, or where mixed-use
and multiple building projects are proposed,
a goal of the Gateway Regulations shall be
to create a recognizable and memorable
sense of place. Building arrangements,
materials, design, uses, natural features
and landscaping shall contribute in creating
exterior spaces where people can interact.
2. Design for a Gateway vision. New building
design shall be compatible (in massing, scale,
materials and colors) with other neighboring
structures and contribute to the overall
aesthetic quality of the Gateway. Existing
developments are encouraged to redesign with
the same high quality that is consistent with
the Gateway vision. Site designs shall contain
common elements to provide continuity within
the Gateway. New development, including
franchise development, shall complement the
City’s character and respect those qualities
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that distinguish the City’s natural and built

scale with building elements, public areas

environment.

and landscaping features.

3.

8. Mask the utilitarian. Gateway developments

Facilitate pedestrian access. Compact,

walkable

are

encouraged

shall provide screening from public view of

area.

Pedestrian

parking lots, outdoor storage, loading areas,

connections shall be part of the integral

trash and recycling receptacles, mechanical

design and shall be placed between vehicular

equipment and other uses that may have

parking and buildings, connecting adjacent

adverse visual impacts on adjacent properties.

within

developments

the

Gateway

buildings and Gateway properties to any
adjacent residential areas.

The

4. Create an inviting streetscape. Gateway

the foundation for the city of Colony’s

developments

inviting

guidelines, after which the responsibilities

streetscapes and public spaces including, but

of the Development Review Committee are

not limited to, plazas, shaded seating areas

discussed; site design standards are detailed

and walkways. Redevelopment of properties

for natural features, lighting, illumination,

shall enhance the existing streetscapes and

awnings, building placement, and parking;

be engaging to the public.

streetscape and landscape standards are

5.

Consider impact of design: Developers

given with a SmartScape plant list detailing

shall consider the impact of their design

required plant materials to be used; building

including, but not limited to, architectural

design standards are prescribed such as

features, height, mass and landscaping, on

building mass, scale and height, entryways,

the people who will live, work and/or shop

facades

within the Gateway.

amenities standards are expressed such

6. Preserve and enhance natural character.

as patios, plazas, parks, water features,

Gateway developments are encouraged to

public art, building access, detention ponds,

incorporate existing streams and channels,

and seating requirements; pedestrian and

mature trees and natural buffers into the site

bicycle standards are provided; fence and

design to maximize the natural character of

wall standards are included; and drive-

The Colony. Designs shall use the existing

thu

topography, where practical, to minimize

informs the organization and several design

grading and limit impervious surfaces.

considerations for this project.

shall

incorporate

principles

and

regulations

outlined

above

storefronts;

are

provide

public

imposed.

This

area

list

7. Create harmonious signage. Public and
private signage shall be harmonious and in
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This project features a set of urban design

the location, purpose and general design

principles similar to that used in the city of

characteristics of each of the gateways,

Colony, TX although more significance is

highlights

placed on walkability. The city of Paso Robles,

recommends

California adopted a Gateway Plan in 2008

interventions and recommended actions for

that imposed design standards on specific

implementation. To help implement the design

sections of the city. The approach was quite

intent of the individual gateways, general

different from the city of Colony.

design standards are provided for urban and

specific

site

specific

conditions
policies,

and,
design

rural streets, frontages, building types and
A Gateway Ad Hoc Committee identified two

open spaces.

general types of gateways through an urban
design analysis process and dialogue. Paso

Similar to Milpitas, and many California

Robles Gateway Plan features the “Central

towns, Paso Robles boasts a historic town

Gateway” and the “Town and Country

core. Cities typically employ policy preserving

Gateway”.

The Gateway Plan written by

the history and architecture of such areas.

the City of Paso Robles (2008) identifies

The Paso Robles Gateway Standards are

Figure 6.1 Gateway Location Key,
Source: Paso Robles, 2008

Figure 6.2 Gateway Design
Recommendation, Source: Paso Robles,
2008
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intended to serve multiple purposes including:

at north and south ends, 16th Street from

preserve

and

101 South, and 24th Street at 101. Each of

appropriate transition areas inside and outside

the Central Gateway sites is located along

of the community, prevent the spoiling of the

the Spring Street corridor parallel to Highway

countryside, and resist the disconnection of

101, as shown in Figure 6.3. The Town and

the town from the countryside. The following

Country Gateways include: 24th Street at

images were taken from the Paso Robles

Lake Nacimiento Drive, Highway 46 East,

Gateway Design Plan and represent a

Union Road at Airport, Linne Road, Creston

location key for gateway locations in Figure

Road, South River Road, South Vince Street,

6.1, and a recommended conceptual design

and Highway 46 West. Each of the Town and

for one gateway installation in Figure 6.2.

County Gateway locations is set along an

and

enhance

attractive

important corridor where the rural areas of the
Fourteen gateway areas are identified in this

city begin to merge with urban development.

plan. Central Gateways include: North Spring
Street (from 101 South), South Spring Street

The purpose of these guidelines is to create

(from 101 North), 4th Street at 101, Paso

a clear point of entry or exit into or out of a

Robles Street, including 101 freeway ramps

particular space in the city of Paso Robles.

Figure 6.3 Gateway Locations, Source: City of Paso Robles, 2008
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The Milpitas focus area lacks the clear

Albuquerque has an approximate population

transformation into and out of the historic

of 556,495, the largest city in the state of New

core of the City. Recommendations made for

Mexico (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013). The city

this project are supported by the principles

is home to the Interstate 40 and Interstate

and guidelines provided by the Paso Robles

25 intersection. Median household income is

and Colony case studies.

$47,989 in comparison to the U.S. at $53,046
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2013). Developing

6.2 ESTABLISHING PUBLIC OPEN
SPACES & SPURRING ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

the economy in a blighted neighborhood in a

Milpitas is home to an operational rail yard

not stop city efforts.

community with a median income lower than
U.S. average is a challenge, although this did

directly adjacent to the focus area. The city
of Albuquerque, New Mexico provides a

A piece of Albuquerque’s history was restored

positive example of a transformed rail yard.

in 2013 in an effort to revitalize the historic

The Albuquerque neighborhood adjacent to

Barelas Neighborhood’s railroad yards into

the rail yard transformed its identity after a

a workspace, restaurant, and performance

public space was developed there.

venue. The site is located 0.25 miles south of
Downtown Albuquerque on a 27.3-acre parcel.
Previously constructed and abandoned on

Figure 6.4 Albuquerque Rail Yards Building, Source: City of Albuquerque, 2014
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Figure 6.5 Rail Yard and City Contexts, Source: City of Albuquerque, 2014
the site is 360,00 square feet of shops and

the city: Barelas and South Broadway as

related buildings. The railroad was the most

shown in Figure 6.5. These two communities

important

Albuquerque

were historically farming communities that

between 1880 and 1930, in its transformation

transformed into single-family neighborhoods

from a farming village into a commercial and

as agricultural use of the land declined during

industrial center, and in its emergence as

the railroad era. Currently 33 percent of people

New Mexico’s largest city. Throughout this

in the area are considered below poverty

period, the Santa Fe Railway was the city’s

level. Barelas neighborhood is 84 percent

leading employer (City of Albuquerque, n.d.).

Hispanic or Latino in comparison to the city of

Although significant to the city’s economy,

Albuquerque, which is 40 percent Hispanic or

once rail travel began to subside, the rail yard

Latino (City of Albuquerque, n.d.). Because of

began to deteriorate. The 2015 condition

the surrounding neighborhood demographics

of most rail yard buildings is seen in Figure

major concerns about the revitalization project

6.4. These conditions result from vandalism,

were displacement of long-time residents as

graffiti, and general neglect.

a result of gentrification, traffic impacts, and

development

in

incompatible development.
The rail yard that housed the Atchison,
Topeka, and Santa Fe railroad is located

Despite the concerns the city pursued

between

the acquisition of the site in 2007 in order

two

historic

neighborhoods

in
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to perform the revitalization effort. The
breakdown of funding for the project is

According to ULI’s Advisory Services Panel

provided by City of Albuquerque (n.d.).

Report

City of Albuquerque spent a total of: $6.35

consisted of creating a large-scale, mixed-use

million, which included: $1.2 million from

redevelopment program appropriate within

Community Revitalization General Obligation

the context of the city, the neighborhoods

Bonds, $1.05 million from General Funds,

surrounding the study area, and the existing

$500,000 from Housing and Neighborhood

business climate. Because no single use is

Economic Development Funds, $600,000

likely to absorb the full development capacity

from IRB Settlement Funds, and $3 million

of the site, a phased development program

from City of Albuquerque Workforce Housing

will be employed. It should be dedicated to

Trust Fund General Obligation Bonds. We

enhancing

Have Everything Everyone Loves Spinning

quality; preserving and celebrating the iconic,

(WHEELS) Museum donated $2 million via

historic character of the existing buildings;

state capital outlay grants, and Governor

establishing permanent, attractive workforce

Bill Richardson donated $1 million. The total

housing; and integrating the rail yards with

purchase price was $8.8 million.

the surrounding neighborhoods.

Several of the funding sources required

ULI produced an implementation plan that

specific future development mandates. At

consisted of strategies such as appropriate

least 30 workforce-housing units have to be

rail

constructed on site. A venue must be built for

job creation and economic development

a WHEELS Transportation Museum. Last,

importance as a result of the redevelopment.

Albuquerque City Council Resolution 08-47

It was recommended that the rail yards

states, “The Council supports the designation

site

of the Rail Yards site and structures as City

and surrounding neighborhoods, as well

landmarks” and therefore historic buildings

undergoing

must be approximately rehabilitated (City

demolition of nonessential buildings, and

of Albuquerque, n.d.). After the site was

selection of a nonprofit entity to oversee the

purchased by the city and mandates were

30 units of workforce housing construction,

set, a market potential study for the site was

according to the Urban Land Institute (2008).

(2008),

yard

the

ULI

property’s

marketing,

connect

to

recommendations

and

environmental

emphasizing

downtown Albuquerque

environmental

improvements,

completed by the Urban Land Institute (ULI).
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One of the first steps in the planning stages

in 1917. Figure 6.6 exhibits the Blacksmith

was the development and adoption of

Shop before rehabilitation.

the Rail Yards Master Development Plan
(MDP) in 2014. The MDP is a long-range

The revitalized building is now home to a

planning document that is intended to guide

weekly Rail Yards Market. The first event was

redevelopment of the Rail Yards property into

held in October 2014 and thousands showed

a vibrant, mixed use employment and cultural

up for music, food, and other festivities. Figure

center that includes commercial, office, light

6.7 depicts the market on a busy Sunday

industrial and institutional uses that are

morning.

complemented by residential development
and public spaces (City of Albuquerque, 2014).

According to Scott (2014) the market is

It is not intended to be overly restrictive, but

scheduled to run every Sunday from May

rather to provide flexibility with predictability

4 to November 2 in the Blacksmith Shop.

over time. The MDP sets goals and policies

Organizers say they will feature local food,

for the overall outcome of the community,

arts and crafts, other vendors, and live

outlines guidelines for development, design

music. The space underwent a $1 million

and landscaping, and presents a phasing

rehabilitation effort in the summer of 2013 by

plan.

Bradbury Stamm Construction.

As part of the rail yards marketing a venue

The intent of the market is to get city residents

has been established out of the revitalized

and those in the adjacent Barelas and South

Blacksmith Shop building. This building is

Broadway neighborhoods accustomed to

one story, 24,867 square feet and was built

using the Rail Yards for public events. So

Figure 6.6 Historic Blacksmith Shop
Building Before Renovation, Source: City of
Albuquerque, 2014

Figure 6.7 Historic Blacksmith Shop Building
After Renovation, Source: ABQ Rail Yards
Market Facebook
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far the efforts have been positively rewarded

The breakdown of ethnicity is 33 percent

with economic revitalization and an additional

Asian (including nearly 5 percent Japanese),

public space. The next case study represents a

8 percent black or African American, 8

different approach to economic development.

percent Latino, 47 percent white, and 4
percent were none of the above (City of San

6.3 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Francisco, 2013). Although the ethnicity of
the neighborhood is only 5 percent Japanese

The

City

of

demographic

Milpitas

features

diversity,

with

great

the identity of Japantown is strong. Figure 6.8

numerous

shows an image of early Japanese immigrants

ethnic oriented shops, services, restaurants,
religious

centers,

and

a

and commercial shops.

movie-theatre

oriented to the Indian community. With such

Japantown has been the cultural center of

significant ethnic influence in the Milpitas area

the Japanese American community in the

the focus area provides the ideal space to hold

Bay Area located in San Francisco for over a

community and cultural events. Given the

century. The cultural diversity and awareness

right amenities or services this location could

is unique to the city, region and even the

help to generate a larger sense of community

country. The area known as Japantown today

and economic independence within the larger

is smaller than the neighborhood’s historical

City context. The city of San Francisco’s

boundaries. Japantown today is located north

Japantown presents the final case study. This

of Ellis Street, with the Fillmore District to

community provides rich cultural diversity and

the west, Western Addition to the south, and

economic development opportunities to the

Cathedral Hill to the east. However, prior to

greater city and the region.

World War II, the Japantown neighborhood
stretched east to west from Gough Street

Japantown is situated in the middle of the city,

to Presidio Avenue and north to south from

between downtown and the city’s western

California Street to McAllister Street. The

neighborhoods. The area is located on the

reduced size of the neighborhood is due to

major transit corridor of Geary Boulevard.

the effects of both Internments during World

Japantown attracts people from all over

War II and Urban Renewal.

the Bay Area to participate in community

Much of what makes Japantown a culturally

events, watch cultural performances, conduct

rich and recognizable place are the Japanese

business,

services.

American businesses and community-based

Japantown is home to about 11,228 people.

organizations that are clustered in one area

shop

and

receive
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along the three corridors of Post, Buchanan

(2013). In an effort seeking additional diversity

and Sutter Streets. The organizations found

and economic development of Japantown the

in this neighborhood serve a range of ages

city of San Francisco produced a Cultural

and range in offerings from nutritional

Heritage

services,

Strategy (JCHESS).

childcare

and

teen

programs,

and

Economic

Sustainability

Japanese cultural arts performances and
instruction, Japanese language and martial

The strategy consisted of an overview of

arts schools and community-based long-term

the history of Japantown, cultural heritage

care services.

resources

and

conditions

report

Japantown’s

cultural

prosperity

methodology,
and

existing

recommendations.

extends

The JCHESS is the first document in San

beyond the Japanese American community

Francisco to focus specifically on how to

to include Jews, African Americans, Filipinos,

preserve and promote a neighborhood’s

Koreans, and other ethnic groups. The

cultural heritage.

various heritages of these communities were

According to the City of San Francisco (2013)

instrumental and intertwined in the history,

Japantown has nearly 250 customer-oriented

development, and current population of

businesses. These businesses are relatively

Japantown according to City of San Francisco

small, averaging less than six employees and

Figure 6.8 Early San Francisco Japanese Immigrants, Source: City of San Francisco, 2013
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Figure 6.9 Traditional Japanese Dancers, Source: City of San Francisco, 2013
under 3,000 square feet. These businesses

customer

base

and

ensuring

long-term

are clustered around the Japan Center,

affordability of commercial rents. Maintaining

Peace Plaza, and the Buchanan Mall, as well

a sufficient customer base requires that the

as elsewhere along Post Street and Fillmore

neighborhood do a better job of tapping

Street. These businesses rely on their location

into the billions of dollars spent annually by

in Japantown and its cultural draw. While some

tourists in San Francisco. This is a similar

visitors may come for annual events such as

lesson to be learned for the City of Milpitas.

the Cherry Blossom Festival, others come
regularly to buy groceries, attend classes or

Another lesson Milpitas may take from

meetings, or use community services.

Japantown is its attention to good urban
design characteristics. Good urban design

The viability of Japantown’s businesses is an

is directly related to economic development

ongoing concern in the community according

in that it provides an attractive place people

to the community outreach performed during

want to spend their time. The term “public

the preparation of the JCHESS. Particularly,

realm” is used to refer to the spaces in a

there is the desire to see Japantown’s

community, which are common to everyone –

culturally oriented businesses thrive.

Key

the streets, sidewalks, parks, plazas and other

sufficient

open spaces. Japantown’s public realm has

issues

include

maintaining

a
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some notable features, such as community-

• Create design guidelines

oriented plazas and regional thoroughfares,

• Implement urban design improvements.

which

distinguishes

Francisco

it

from

neighborhoods.

other

San

Japantown’s

The

recommendations

provided

in

the

public plazas, Peace Plaza and Buchanan

JCHESS enable decision makers, or key

Mall, are the geographic and cultural heart of

leaders, to make proactive choices about the

the neighborhood. These plazas serving as

future with guidance and a well-planned road

gathering spaces, are the location of festivals,

map for potential obstacles.

as shown in Figure 6.9, and are access points
to many of the neighborhood’s businesses.

This project used the three case studies

Other urban design methodologies detailed

to synthesize recommendations and best

in the JCHESS are streetscape, lighting,

practices for three themes: historical identity,

signage and wayfinding. Japantown’s iconic

establishing distinct public open spaces, and

and attractive nightscape is shown in Figure

economic development.

6.10.

Taking

into

consideration

development,
cultural

diversity

urban
the

economic

design,
JCHESS

and
frames

recommendations for Japantown and its
decision makers in the form of implementation
steps. Each recommendation is provided a
description, an examination of its benefits,
any

challenges

to

implementation,

key

leaders who may become responsible for
implementation, and potential next steps for
those key leaders. A few of the proposed
recommendations that are relevant to Milpitas
include:
• Negotiate community benefits agreements
with major new developments
• Create a community benefits district
• Use grant and foundation funds for the arts
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Figure 6.10 Japantown Current Day (2013),
Source: City of San Francisco, 2013
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6.4 KEY FINDINGS

Enclosure
correlations

Creating room-like places in public open

between the three case study themes and

space and along main corridors can (1)

the seven urban design principles presented

increase the active street front activity and (2)

in Chapter 1. Table 6.1 graphically makes

have a positive effect on property values. This

the connections between the principles and

may include requiring a continuous street wall

themes.

of building facades and frequent tree planting.

Imageability

Human Scale

A design focus on the historic identity of the

Introducing human scale elements such

focus area can improve the individuality and

as building detail, pavement design, street

imageability of this place. Design guidelines

furniture on streets and in public spaces,

can address this issue through site design and

and appropriate scale lighting can increase

appropriate architectural style regulations.

the likelihood people will spend time on

There

are

several

relevant

Table 6.1 Urban Design Principles and Case Study Theme Comparative Analysis
Urban
Design
Principles

Case Study Themes
Historical Identity:
Colony, TX & Paso
Robles, CA

Public Open Space:
Albuquerque Rail Yards

Economic Development:
Japantown, San
Francisco

Preserve the iconic,
historic character of the
existing buildings

Design historically
notable features into
signage, building design,
and public places to
distinguish the focus
area’s identity from others

Walkability
Architectural styles and
features
Natural features and
landscaping
Imageability

Common site design
elements throughout
Inviting streetscapes
Incorporate agricultural
history into signage and
landscaping

Provide public spaces
such as courtyards,
plazas, parks, or major
landscape features
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Employ historically
appropriate wayfinding
signage
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sidewalks, in parks and plazas, and along
commercial corridors. The increase in activity
can positively affect economic development
and compel additional public open space.

design

Architecture
celebrated

reminiscent
landmarks,

of
and

the

past,

historically

iconic elements can add visual value and

Transparency
Regulating

Complexity

complexity to a place. The diversity of the
and

placement

of

elements,

ornamentation,

landscaping,

windows, doors, landscaping, and pocket

building typology, and street furniture can be

parks

can

regulated by design guidelines. Implementing

significantly improve public realm aesthetics.

urban design components of this principle can

Accomplishing transparency in public spaces

support a transformation of historical identity,

and commercial areas can increase activity

public open spaces, and economic progress.

to

increase

transparency

and economic growth.

Urban
Design
Principles

Case Study Themes
Historical Identity:
Colony, TX & Paso
Robles, CA

Public Open Space:
Albuquerque Rail Yards

Economic Development:
Japantown, San
Francisco

Walkability
Ensure public spaces
provide safety
precautions such as
lighting and visibility
from other public areas
Enclosure

Provide shade and the
feeling of an outdoor
room wherever possible
using trees, landscaping,
and pedestrian fixtures
such as seating, tables,
planters, and art
Take advantage of the
hill vistas
Employ pop up and
temporary uses

Human Scale

Pavement design
Proportional building
height and massing
surrounding open
spaces
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Urban
Design
Principles

Case Study Themes
Historical Identity:
Colony, TX & Paso
Robles, CA

Public Open Space:
Albuquerque Rail Yards

Economic Development:
Japantown, San
Francisco

Integrate the rail yards
with the surrounding
neighborhoods

Cluster activity and
commercial development
around important nodes
and public space

Walkability

Connect the rail yards
site to other important
City nodes

Transparency

Employ pop up and
temporary uses
Architectural materials
Building arrangement
and site design
Complexity

Inviting streetscape
Interesting façade
treatments

Enhance environmental
quality
Employ pop up uses
such as a performance
or market venue
featuring local food,
arts and crafts, other
vendors, and live music

Encourage festivals,
events, and temporary
active uses
Appeal to tourists
Draw people to
community events,
cultural performances,
and ethnic businesses
and services
Encourage organizations
and events to serve a
range of ages

Gateway
Natural features and
landscaping
Incorporate Penitencia
Creek

Installations

Incorporate agricultural
history into signage and
landscaping
Incorporate pedestrian
buffers

Take advantage of the
focus area’s location on
a few major City transit
corridors with signage

Provide screening of
parking, storage, loading
areas, trash, etc.
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Gateway Installations

Gateway Portal Design

By design, gateway installations can represent

Gateway portal design is a complex idea

icons, culture, diversity, art, or historical

representing an important topic: when entering

references. Calling attention to the history of

a place of importance, movement into that

the focus area in a gateway installation allows

place should be interesting and notable. The

residents and visitors free and irrefutable

interesting elements should include historical

access. Because physical installations can

references, add to economic development

include signage elements these can also

best practices, and incorporate public space.

market and advertise for local businesses.

Additionally this can be reflected through
ornamentation, color, architectural features,
and site design.

Urban
Design
Principles

Case Study Themes
Historical Identity:
Colony, TX & Paso
Robles, CA

Public Open Space:
Albuquerque Rail Yards

Economic Development:
Japantown, San
Francisco

Employ public
open space as the
introduction to this area

Design historically
notable features into
signage, building design,
and public places to
distinguish the focus
area’s identity from others

Gateway
Regulate massing and
scale
Encourage
improvements to existing
development as well as
new development
Improve walkability
Portal Design throughout area and
connections to adjacent
residential uses
Inviting streetscape
Create and enhance
transition areas
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7 key opportunities

This chapter is meant to bring together the
discussion contained in the previous chapters,
and to identify the major opportunities and
constraints for the development of a gateway
design in the focus area. The discussion
is framed within categories referenced in
previous chapters as follows:
• Historic identity
• Public open space
• Economic development
• Walkability
• Gateways
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7.1 HISTORIC IDENTITY
The focus area is home to rich history and a
diverse cultural background. Similar to most
cities, as Milpitas developed over time some
history was lost, architecture changed, and
several generations left a mark on the City.
Current conditions reflect a combination of
new and old building styles. The combination
can create aesthetic conflict or, if subtly
highlighted, can contribute to the area’s
identity. The history, culture, diversity, and
civic pride should also play a more important
role in the area’s identity in the future.
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The community recognizes several significant

The adjacent railroad yard boasts a strong

buildings as representative of Milpitas’ historic

culture that is currently on display in the

character. Three historic sites are located in

Milpitas Library in the form of historic

the focus area along Main Street and four just

photography, insignia, and architecture. The

outside the boundary. Future development

Miltpitas Grammar School, now senior center,

and

and

has been restored to its historic state and set

compliment the significant character of these

on display in front of the City library. These

sites and buildings. The three sites located

buildings are located north of Abel and the

inside the focus area are:

Calaveras Boulevard Bridge, outside the

• The site of Milpitas Hotel built in 1857 and

focus area. Although the photographs are

rebuilt as “Fat Boy” Restaurant in 1924 is

iconic and historically significant, this project’s

located at 147 South Main Street.

community survey identified public art as

• Old St. John’s Church Site built in 1870 is

an element needing improvement. Future

located at 279 South Main Street.

public art installations and signage should

• Smith’s Corners, also known as Campbell’s

incorporate a consistent historic photography

Corners, was established between 1900 and

or symbol theme.

redevelopment

should

reflect

1910. It is located at 167 S. Main Street.
These sites are shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Focus Area Historical Sites
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Figure 7.2 Open Space

7.2 PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
There is not currently any open space within
the focus area boundary nor is there open
space within a 0.25-mile walkable distance.
The nearest City designated open space
is Starlite Park located 0.5 miles north of
Abbot Avenue. There are several additional
open space areas within a two mile distance
including Coyote Creek and Trail, the Milpitas
Community Center, Tom Evatt Park, Creighton
Park, Peter Gill Park, and Cardoza Park as
shown in Figure 7.2.

Despite the open space surrounding the
focus area, the limited public space inside the
focus area does not allow for community or
social interaction, or recreation. This project’s
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community

survey

identified

elements

needing improvements which included the
available recreation options. The Penitencia
Creek Corridor is a City proposed recreation
space and trail. The trail should stretch 4.8
miles north and south and should provide
access between the core of the City and the
Coyote Creek Trail, also shown in Figure
7.2. The creek provides the focus area with
a physical connection to the City’s open
space system although trail construction has
not started. The creek’s current condition
is cemented and gated, which negatively
impacts aesthetics along Abel Street.

The focus area presents a number of
opportunities for open space. There are several
opportunity sites, as previously discussed,
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that have City open space potential due to

and trigger investment interest. Additionally,

the focus area’s central location and major

holding city-run events in temporary spaces

connecting corridors. Milpitas Community

could increase popularity and overall use

Center is located 0.9 miles away providing

level.

an additional community amenity and link
to recreation in the City. There is a lack of

7.3 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

bicycle amenities as well including proposed
bicycle facility recommendations found in the

Economic development is a broad category

Bikeways Master Plan (2009).

for which Milpitas has many opportunities.
The city and region’s diversity is a positive

Current policy supports expanding public/

factor in economic development because

quasi-public

there are many audiences to reach out to.

uses

to

provide

publicly
such

Providing general amenities and aesthetic

as plazas, gardens, and arcades as part

upgrades can create development interest

of new development. It is important that

and raise property values. The focus area’s

recommendations

from

mixed-use zoning encourages commercial

current open spaces, and sidewalks and

and residential development near each other

pedestrian paths.

which allows for a higher level of activity

accessible

outdoor

open

include

spaces

linkages

and walking. A higher activity level improves
A public gathering place or “town square” was

commercial

interest

one of the strongly expressed public desires

economic trends.

and

subsequently

during the Midtown Specific Plan outreach
meetings. The specific plan proposes an 8,000

The focus area has prime access to the City

square foot town square or open space area

and the region via Calaveras Boulevard,

along Main Street to provide a public gathering

Abel Street, and Main Street. The location

place at the City’s historic crossroads. There

provides opportunities such as transportation

are two potential locations in the focus area

connections, ease of access, and connectivity

for the town square: at the terminus of Serra

to adjacent City amenities. Capitalizing on

Way at Main Street and at the Main Street

signage and wayfinding along major corridors

and Carlo Street intersection. Using the city

could entice visitors and residents to visit this

of Albuquerque’s case study as an example,

area more frequently. Additionally, Bay Area

creating pop-up and temporary uses in these

Rapid Transit (BART) is in the process of

spaces can spur activity, engage the public,

being extended to Milpitas which will bring new
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economic activity as well. It will be imperative

at the threshold of Main Street as well. Higher

that signage and wayfinding facilities are in

density office and mixed-use development

place after the BART extension.

in this area would provide several benefits
to the focus area. A concentration of office

The area’s culture and diversity is not only

workers in this area would support and help

found in the population, but also in the form

to revitalize existing retail businesses along

of cuisine, retail, services, and cinema. From

Main Street and Calaveras Boulevard.

a marketing standpoint, commercial diversity
is positive in many ways. As globalization of

One positive development would serve as

cultures has become commonplace, more

a catalyst that could spur new reinvestment

people

experimenting

and additional development. Additionally,

with cultural cuisine and retail. Additionally,

an active mixed-use center would create a

customary individuals tend to devote exclusive

commercial anchor encouraging people to

business to custom supporting industries.

visit the area.

Economic development can be spurred by

Furthermore, the Japantown case study

many activities including seemingly unrelated

provides Milpitas with an expansive list

activities such as public realm improvements.

of opportunities. The City could negotiate

Sidewalks and public spaces can provide

community benefit agreements with new

pedestrians with joy and interest if the area

developers or require in-lieu fees. Creating

is well maintained and aesthetics introduce

a community benefits district or business

attractive elements. Sidewalk conditions,

improvement district could subsidize façade

landscaping buffers, street trees, wayfiding

and public realm improvements. Foundation

signage, building features, unpleasant object

and grant money should be sought out

screening, active plazas, public art, and

for developing the Penitencia Creek Trail,

sidewalk furniture can create interest in the

additional plaza space, or public art.

are

interested

in

public realm and encourage new commercial
activity.

7.4 WALKABILITY

Current City policy encourages vertical as well

The fields of urban design and public health

as horizontal mixing of uses along Main Street.

have been drawn together by their common

The Midtown Specific Plan allows for an office

interest in walkable communities. Walking

density bonus at Serra Way and Abel Street

is the most common form of leisure-time
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physical activity among US adults, according

histories could contribute to the focus area’s

to the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance

memorable qualities.

System (BRFSS) (Ewing, 2009). Walkability
is increasingly becoming more important in

Milpitas does not lack natural features nor

planning and urban design.

does the focus area. Although it is in disrepair,
the Milpitas waterway system runs through

Improving

the

walkability

three

and surrounds the focus area. Not only does

blocks measured in this project’s walkability

the natural feature provide individuality, but if

assessment

in

improved can generate a lasting impression

improving the focus area. Opportunities for

for visitors and residents as a place to visit.

these corridors are categorized based on the

State Route 237, or Calaveras Blvd, is

urban design principles discussed in previous

classified as a Scenic Resource because of

chapters: imageability, enclosure, human

the scenic vistas that exist in all directions.

scale, and complexity.

This

can

potentially

of

the

be

vital

quality

contributes

to

focus

area

navigation and identity.
All three blocks could benefit from additional
elements in the urban design principle

Although the mix of architectural styles is a

categories of enclosure and complexity.

factor of the history and generations that

Additionally, Serra Way between Abel Street

have lived in the area, the inconsistency

and Main Street and Main Street south of

presents an aesthetic opportunity for future

Serra Way measured below average on the

development and redevelopment. Blending

following urban design qualities: imageability,

and complementing the current architectural

enclosure, human scale, and complexity.

styles with similar designs and features can
positively contribute to public realm aesthetics
and imageability.

IMAGEABILITY
Imageability refers to the quality of a place
that makes it individual, identifiable, and

ENCLOSURE

memorable. Focus area opportunities in

This urban design principle refers to a visual

this category range from history and scenic

characteristic of streets and public spaces

views.

Spanish,

that provides a feeling of being enclosed by

railroad, and agriculture histories make the

elements in the physical environment such as

focus area individual. Highlighting the diverse

buildings, walls, and street trees. Enclosure

The

Native

American,
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was one category in which all three blocks

the public realm and improve human scale.

measured in the walkability assessment

The Main Street Professional Center provides

scored relatively low. Although the focus

a positive example with terracotta tile,

area features many street trees, there are

articulated and inset windows, and exposed

many vacant lots, and surface parking areas

rafters.

that are not screened in the public right-ofway. The inadequate street wall, scarce

Recent streetscape improvements to Main

landscaping, and limited screening are the

Street fronting the library include crosswalk

largest opportunities the focus area has in

pavement design, landscaping, sculptures,

this category.

and street trees that are closer together than
other corridors. These improvements should

HUMAN SCALE
Human scale is the principle that refers to
the size of physical elements that match the
size and proportions of humans, and the way
street elements correspond with the speed at
which humans walk. The focus area presents
opportunities to improve the human scale
in ways such as building height, sidewalk
conditions, and signage.

Typically, signage in the focus area refers to

be continued the length of Main Street through
the focus area to provide a physical and visual
connection

between

areas.

Additionally,

introducing historically themed public art
attracts pedestrians and creates a more
pleasant environment to promote walkability.
Furthermore, during this project’s community
survey effort public art was identified as a
community amenity that could be improved.

TRANSPARENCY

automobiles and does not refer to pedestrians

Transparency,

as

previously

discussed,

or cyclists. Marketing the history, culture, and

refers to the degree to which people can

diversity in retail through signage is a major

see or perceive human activity at the edge

human scale opportunity due to the focus

of or in public spaces such as streets and

area’s central location along major city axes.

windows. Buildings set back from the street
contribute to a low sense of transparency.

The Main Street corridor features buildings

Current

that stand at a proportional height, but that

differ along all focus area corridors and

lack detail. Requiring certain architectural

therefore transparency ranges from corridor

details at eye level can provide interest in

to corridor. Surface parking lots present the
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commercial

building

setbacks
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most opportunity for improved transparency.

of place have already been discussed at

Landscaping

parking

length. Complexity depends on the number

requirements can improve this category. The

of buildings pedestrians can see in the public

sidewalk fronting Big Lots, for example, has

realm, building color, presence of outdoor

an extremely low transparency score due to

dining, pieces of public art, and activity level.

the adjacent and large parking lot.

The focus area presents opportunities in all of

and

flexible

these areas, as discussed previously.
Introducing

more

active

uses

such

as

commercial retail and services can affect
transparency

levels. Though,

this

7.5 GATEWAY PORTAL

effort

can only be improved after commercial

The

final,

and

perhaps

development takes place, which is out of City

opportunities

control. In order to encourage commercial

presented in this discussion is the idea of

development the City can assist in marketing

gateway portals. A gateway portal refers to

and developing public amenities to entice

the purposeful differentiation in design and/

people to spend time, shop, recreate, and

or character of a place from other places.

visit the area.

Milpitas gateway design can serve multiple

and

the

broadest

constraints

category

purposes such as gaining tourism, attracting

COMPLEXITY

residents, physically symbolizing the value
of this place, place branding, economic

Complexity refers to the visual value of a

development, developing public space and

place that depends on the diversity of the

art, and restoring a historical identity.

physical and built environment. Many of

Developing a historic Milpitas gateway portal

the factors that contribute to complexity

concept is simple in that it can be explained

Figure 7.3 Welcome to Milpitas Signage, Source: City of Milpitas Website
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in one sentence. When entering this place of importance, movement into this place should be
interesting and notable. Although simply stated, so many of the opportunities and ideas presented
in this chapter are employed in the pursuit of accomplishing this one opportunity.

7.6 CONCLUSION
This chapter has combined the research and analysis performed for this project and presented
emerging opportunities exhibited in the focus area. In order to reach this project’s goal to contribute
to the City’s planning process, and enhance the identity and quality of life in this area these
opportunities must be prioritized during implementation. A unified vision and an implementable
program of guidelines can bring together walkability, economic development, open space, and
historic identity to accomplish the three original project objectives:

To propose and introduce a gateway-type specific design for the City. This attractive
design will reflect the significance of the place, reinforce its identity, and mark the
entrance to Milpitas’s historic core.

To help maintain and improve the historical image of the City’s original core. The focus
area boasts remnants of what the Coastanoan Native Americans, the Spanish, and the
original farming generations left behind.

To support and implement Milpitas Midtown Specific Plan policies regarding the
provision of (1) civic open space in the vicinity of Main Street and Serra Way, (2)
streetscape improvements along Abel Street and Main Street, and (3) attractive and
contextual mixed-use and office space development.
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8 gateway design recommendations

The City of Milpitas Historic Gateway Design Guidelines was developed as a part of a professional
project culminating a Cal Poly Master of City and Regional Planning degree. The research presented
in the previous chapters support the Vision Statement, Design Goals, and recommendations
prepared in this chapter. The guidelines include walkability, gateway, and general urban design
recommendations for public open space development, historic identity preservation, and new
economic strategies. The recommended guidelines can positively contribute to the City’s planning
process, and help to enhance the community’s identity and quality of life.

8.1 VISION STATEMENT
The City of Milpitas has a responsibility to its residents and visitors to continually improve all
aspects of the City – environment, social, and economic. The Historic Milpitas Gateway is an
area that is aesthetically attractive, environmentally concerned, socially vibrant, and economically
prepared for today and the future in order to support a healthy resident and visitor population.
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8.2 DESIGN GOALS
Development and design in the focus area will respond to the following goals:
1. Reinforce the City’s history and cultural traditions;
2. Generate a visually attractive and aesthetically pleasant environment;
3. Generate a place with strong character and identity, making it a unique part of the City;
4. Provide for easy accessibility for all modes of transportation and, particularly, for pedestrians,
bicyclists, and users of public transport.

8.3 DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following set of Design Guidelines will result in high-quality commercial and mixed-use
development in the City’s historic core. Historic Milpitas Gateway Focus Area (focus area)
Guidelines were developed to contribute to Milpitas’ character and history.

The Design Guidelines supplement the City’s Midtown Specific Plan Design Guidelines. Where
the Historic Milpitas Gateway Design Guidelines are silent, the provisions in the Midtown Specific
Plan Design Guidelines prevail. By offering more direction for proceeding with a project design,
the Design Guidelines illustrate options, solutions, and techniques to achieve the above goal. It is
important to remember that they are performance goals, and not zoning regulations or standards
and therefore do not supersede regulations in the City’s municipal code.

Design Principles
1. Promote walkability.
2. Foster an imageable and memorable place.
3. Develop the perception of enclosure in public places and right of way.
4. Ensure design elements portray a human scale.
5. Design for transparency wherever possible.
6. Create visual complexity.
7. Emphasize an attractive gateway entrance into the focus area.
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Walkability & Connectivity Design Guidelines
New development and redevelopment in the Gateway Focus Area should increase walkability
and connections between adjacent uses.

Imageability
Relationship to Adjacent Buildings
Ensure that new development is compatible in scale, massing, style, and/or architectural materials
with existing structures in the focus area.

New development adjacent to historic sites or buildings should respect the historic character with
regards to height, scale, style, and architectural materials.

Building Façade and Form
Reinforce historical facade design and features along the street where it exists by using
architectural elements such as trim, materials, and other design treatments consistent with
surrounding historic buildings.

Figure 8.1 Recommended Building Frontage

Figure 8.2 Recommended Building Frontage

Building Materials
Apply trim, metal accents, woodwork, lighting, and other details in an attractive manner that
expresses a sense of historic reference and that is consistent with the proportions and scale of
the building.
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Figure 8.3 Recommended Building Materials
and Architectural Details

Figure 8.4 Recommended Building Materials
and Architectural Details

Select building materials, architectural details, and finishes that convey a sense of permanence
and historic reference. Quality materials should be used to limit maintenance, and withstand
weathering and time.

Figure 8.5 Main Street Milpitas Professional
Center
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Figure 8.6 Similar Tile and Window Shape to
Milpitas Professional Center
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Enclosure
Site Design
Create a visual street wall by locating building frontages at the required setback or, where no
setback requirement exists, at the front property line. Where a large setback is necessary or a
current setback exists, activate the area with a courtyard or “outdoor room” adjacent to the street
by incorporating pedestrian amenities such as plazas with seating or water features.

Figure 8.7 Building Frontages Create Street Wall Example
Building Orientation
Orient the long side of commercial retail buildings parallel to the street to physically define
the street edge. Commercial retail buildings featuring multiple tenants should provide distinct
entrances and storefronts to break up the façade design.

Figure 8.8 Parallel to the Street and Multiple Tenants with Distinct Entrances
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Off-Street Parking and Driveways
On-site parking should be on the side or rear of buildings so parking does not dominate the
streetscape in the public realm.

Figure 8.9 Rear Parking Example

Planting and landscaped walls should be used to mitigate the impact of parking visible to the
street. Elements should be tall enough to screen headlights.

Figure 8.10 Landscape Screening Example
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Use architectural features, decorative gates and fences, and landscaping to provide continuity
at the sidewalk edge where driveways and other breaks occur in the sidewalk or building wall.

Landscaping
Design open areas to maintain a balance between landscaping and paved area.

Figure 8.11 Landscaping-Pavement Balance in Open Area

Provide canopy trees and street trees for shade and energy efficiency, especially on south and
southwest facing facades.

Figure 8.12 Street Trees Create 180 Degree
Canopy

Figure 8.13 Street Trees Create 180 Degree
Canopy

Lighting and Security
Use attractive after-hours lighting fixtures on storefronts and pedestrian paths to highlight paths
and entrances, and to contribute to a comfortable and secure nighttime walking experience.
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Figure 8.14 Lighting, Benches, and Brick
Pedestrian Path Example

Figure 8.15 Storefront Lighting Example

Human Scale
Site Design
Provide direct pedestrian paths in large developments. Near transit lines, create primary
entrances for pedestrians that are safe, easily accessible, and a short distance from transit stops.

Figure 8.16 Commercial Entrance Near Transit Stop
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Locate drive-thru elements away from public site and adjacent primary streets.

Install bicycle racks and lockers in a safe, convenient, and well-lit location to encourage alternative
modes of transport for employees and consumers.

Figure 8.17 Convenient Bicycle Rack Location

Entrances
Include overhead architectural features such as awnings, canopies, trellises, or cornice treatments
at entrances and windows to provide shade and reduce daytime heat, especially on south-facing
facades.

Figure 8.18 Trellis Covered Patio and
Entrance

Figure 8.19 Canopy Covered Entrance

Entries should be designed in a simple and attractively proportional manner in relationship to the
overall size and scale of the building.
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Ensure pedestrian entries provide year-round shelter.

Relationship to Adjacent Buildings
Where commercial, mixed-use, or multi-family developments are adjacent to single-family zones,
provide a visual transition by maintaining a height compatible with adjacent residential buildings.
Mitigate negative shade, shadow, and privacy impacts by stepping back upper floors and avoiding
direct views into neighboring single-family yards.

Figure 8.20 Visual Transition Two Story to Six
Stories

Figure 8.21 Second Story Setback

Sidewalks
Construct sidewalks throughout the focus area that are predominantly straight along the length of
the public street frontage. Reconstruct dilapidated driveways as sidewalks.

Create a buffer area between pedestrians, moving vehicles, and other transit modes using
landscaping and street furniture. Examples may include pop-up uses, open space, street trees,
benches, newspaper racks, pedestrian information kiosks, bicycle racks, bus shelters, and
pedestrian lighting.

Figure 8.22 Trees and Bicycle Parking
Provide Pedestrian Buffer
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Figure 8.23 Sidewalk Landscape Buffer
Example
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On major corridors such as Calaveras Boulevard or Abel Street provide a comfortable sidewalk at
least ten feet in width to accommodate pedestrian flow and activity. Sidewalk widths on smaller
streets such as Main Street and Serra Way may be narrower, but typically not less than nine feet
wide.

Plant a minimum of one street tree for every 20 feet of street frontage to create a consistent
rhythm.

Figure 8.24 Consistent Street Tree Rhythm

Ensure that new developments adjacent to transit stops invest in pedestrian amenities such as
trash receptacles and sheltered seating areas for pedestrians and transit riders.

Provide sidewalk and other attractive light fixtures to encourage and extend safe pedestrian
activities into the night.

Figure 8.25 Elegant String Lights and
Pedestrian Lighting Example
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Figure 8.26 Lit Areas Encourage Nighttime
Activity
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Street Crossings
On wide streets such as Calaveras Boulevard employ one of the following solutions: mid-street
crossing island, a curb extension or bump out, or a minimal curb radius to decrease pedestrian
crossing times and length.

Figure 8.27 Pedestrian Bump Out
Example

Figure 8.28 Mid-street Crossing Island
Example

Incorporate features such as white markings, signage, and lighting so that pedestrian crossings
are visible to moving vehicles during daytime and nighttime.

Improve pedestrian safety and comfort at crosswalks using pedestrian crossing signals, visible
and accessible push buttons for signals, and sidewalk ramps that are directed onto each
crosswalk.

Off-Street Parking and Driveways
Maintain sidewalk continuity by minimizing driveway curb cuts and utilizing alleys for access.
Where alleys may not exist, concentrate curb cuts on side streets or at mid-block.

Where a parking lot is adjacent to a public sidewalk, provide a visual screen or landscaped buffer
between the sidewalk and the parking lot tall enough to hide vehicle headlines.
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Where alternatives to surface parking are not feasible, locate parking lots behind buildings or
between buildings inside the block, rather than visible at corner locations. Reserve block corners
for buildings and interesting elements.

Figure 8.29 Rear Building Parking and Pedestrian Accessible

Transparency
Site Design
Place active use areas such as restaurant seating, reception and waiting areas, lobbies, and
retail, along street-facing walls where they are visible to people passing by.

Figure 8.30 Sidewalk Seating Creates Transparency
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Entrances
Design attractive entry and arrival elements as part of each development or redevelopment’s
design. Examples of special entry treatments are stamped or colored concrete, special planting,
and signage. These elements can be used to enhance entries and guide pedestrians into specific
areas or spaces.

Figure 8.31 Red Concrete Treatment Guides Pedestrians

Promote pedestrian activity by placing entrances at street level and visible from the public rightof-way. Avoid entryways below street level. Where stairs are located near the main entrance,
highly visible and attractive stairs should be integrated as a predominant architectural design
element of the main building.

Ground floor retail establishments in mixed-use projects should maintain at least one streetfacing entrance to maintain an active street presence.

Commercial ground floor uses should provide unobstructed windows, free of reflective coatings
and security bars. Ensure that landscaping does not create a barrier between pedestrians and
the building frontage, nor views into buildings at the street level or ground floor.

Security bars are strictly discouraged. If security measures are necessary, ensure that security
bars are capable of completely retracting from storefront facade.
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Figure 8.32 Shop Window Security Bars
Discouraged

Figure 8.33 Bars Discouraged Unless
Retractable

Building Façade and Form
In mixed-use development, design windows toward public streets and areas to contribute to
neighborhood safety and provide design interest.

Figure 8.34 Windows Oriented Toward Public
Space

Figure 8.35 Mixed-Use Building Windows
Oriented Toward the Street

Design storefronts with a focus on window design to create a visual connection between the
interior and exterior. A minimum 60% of any ground floor façade facing a street or public open
space should be comprised of clear window glass.

Figure 8.36 Minimum 60 Percent Ground
Floor Windows
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Figure 8.37 Focus on Window Design
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Off-Street Parking
Wrap parking structures with active uses on the ground floor such as retail, service, and
restaurants.

Figure 8.38 Retail Uses and Windows Front
Parking Garage

Figure 8.39 Parking Structure Lined by
Modern Facades

Illuminate all parking areas and pedestrian walkways.

Utilities and Service Areas
Place utilities and service areas in landscaped areas and out of public area visibility. Utilities
such as power lines, transformers, and wireless facilities should be placed underground or on
rooftops, if screened properly. Screen views of rooftop equipment such as air conditioning units,
mechanical equipment, and vents. Planting materials consistent with existing landscaping on the
property and the public streetscape should hide any mechanical or electrical equipment.

Figure 8.40 Exterior Ducts and Vents
Discouraged and Must be Screened
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From View
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Hide trash and recycling receptacles so that they are not visible in the public realm. Screen outdoor
and stand-alone trash and recycling receptacles using walls consistent with the architectural
character of the main building, and locate them so that they are out of public area visibility.

		
Figure 8.42 Covered Trash and Service Area

Figure 8.43 Enclosed Garbage and Service
Area

Complexity
Site Design
Activate mid-block passageways and pedestrian walkways, using water features, pedestrianlevel lighting, murals or artwork, benches, landscaping, or special paving so that they are safe,
visually interesting, and inviting spaces.

Figure 8.44 Special Paving Example

Figure 8.45 Water Feature Example

Building Façade and Form
At gas stations, car washes, and drive-thru businesses, ensure that separate structures on the
site have consistent architectural details and design elements.
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Relationship to Adjacent Buildings
As much as possible, transitions should be used between commercial districts and immediately
surrounding residential neighborhoods with respect to building height, massing, and any negative
light and noise impacts. Plant trees, shrubs, or vines between different uses where applicable.

Figure 8.46 Green Wall Softens Building
Height Transition

Figure 8.47 Parking Structure Screened by
Climbing Vegetation

Apply vertical breaks to storefronts built over two or more lots to prevent box-like buildings and
maintain a rhythm consistent with surrounding buildings.

Figure 8.48 Window and Brick Combination Provides Vertical Breaks

Break up the floor space in large commercial developments to add variety, interest, and built-in
flexibility to accommodate future uses.
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Pedestrian Scale
Distinguish the ground floor from upper floors using changes in massing and architectural
elements to add visual interest and help to reduce the look of building height.

Figure 8.49 Second Story Building Variation and Elements

Building Façade and Form
Vary and articulate the building facade to add scale and avoid large dull walls. Employ different
textures, colors, materials, and distinctive architectural treatments that add visual interest.

Figure 8.50 Canopy and Material Variation
Adds Visual Interest

Figure 8.51 Varied Building Color and Material

Figure 8.52 Varied Building Color and Material
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Architectural elements such as entries, cornices, and awnings should be similar in scale with the
building massing and should not be embellished.

Incorporate trims and details around windows and doors as defining features to reflect an
architectural style consistent with other facade elements or a historical design.

Figure 8.53 Style Consistent Details
All building facades should feature an equal level of detail, articulation, and architectural attention.

Figure 8.54 Multiple Facades Feature Similar Level of Detail

Use roofline variation by employing sloping roofs, building heights, or step backs.

Maximize the intended use of balconies in mixed-use buildings and avoid false balconies with
limited purpose or function.
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Building Materials
Fences should incorporate variation in materials, texture, and/or landscaping to avoid solid colors
and continuous walls. Avoid materials such as chain link, wrought iron spears, and cyclone.

Grow landscaping in ornamental planters or along a building to add texture and visual interest at
the street level. Where limited space is available between the building and the public right-of-way,
incorporate climbing vegetation as a screen.

Figure 8.55 Climbing Building Vegetation Screening

Storefront Character
In buildings with multiple businesses or tenants, ensure that storefronts each convey an individual
identity and adhere to common material and color use, and architectural theme and rhythm.

Lighting
Lighting fixtures should accent and complement architectural details.

Avoid light pollution onto adjacent properties.
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Off-Street Parking
Parking structure facades should stay consistent with adjacent buildings by incorporating
architectural treatments such as arches, openings, varied materials, ornamental screening, or
green walls to provide visual interest in the public realm.

Figure 8.56 Consistent Use of Materials for Buildings and Parking Structures

Additional Gateway Design Guidelines
New development and redevelopment in the Gateway Focus Area should respect the existing
and historic building fabric, provide public gathering and open spaces, and assist in strengthening
the City’s economic base.
Historic Identity
Repair Deteriorated Materials or Features
Preserve, repair, and replace, building elements and features that are important in defining historic
character. Retain the original building continuity, rhythm, and form created by these features.
Consult historic documentation and photographs of the building before commencing work.

Original building materials and details should not be covered in any way.

Materials, which were originally unpainted, should remain unpainted.
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Avoid hiding character-defining features behind signage or building alterations.

When it is infeasible to retain materials or features, replacements should be made with materials
that convey the same form, design, and overall visual appearance as the original.

Building Additions
Additions to historic buildings should be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural
features of a historic structure or site.

Additions should be smaller in size to the main structure and located toward the rear, or away
from primary façade.

Figure 8.57 Milpitas Historic Grammar School Redevelopment

New infill structures adjacent to historic buildings or sites should harmonize in style, scale, and
massing with the surrounding historic structures.
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Figure 8.58 Grammar School and Public Library in the Rear Similar in Scale and Massing
New window and entryways should be located on a secondary façade and similar in size and
proportions to historic openings.

Signage and Wayfinding
Replace auto-oriented signage with a new signage program referencing Milpitas’ agricultural and
railroad iconography and/or historical photography.

Figure 8.59 Historic District Signage Example

Figure 8.60 Historic District Signage Example

Figure 8.61 Historic District Signage Example
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Promote historical sites, civic buildings, community gathering places, and important City nodes
as part of the signage program with wayfinding specific signage.

Public Open Space
Site Design
Design buildings around a central public open space to promote safety, recreation, and the use
of shared outdoor spaces.

Figure 8.62 Buildings Surround Lit and Active Public Open Space
Incorporate shaded open space such as plazas, courtyards, pocket parks, and terraces in largescale commercial areas.

Figure 8.63 Plaza Space Inside Commercial
Area
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Figure 8.64 Plaza Space Inside Commercial
Areas
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Location and Orientation
Design open areas to be easily accessible for pedestrians and bicyclists, and to be comfortable
for most of the year.

Open spaces should be oriented toward the sun and views.

Figure 8.65 Open Space Facing Historic Building Facades and Monument Statue
Create a sense of enclosure in open spaces while maintaining safety, so that they feel like
outdoor rooms.

Figure 8.66 Tree Canopy and Benches Stages an Outdoor Room
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Connect open spaces to other activity areas where people gather to sit, eat, shop, walk, exercise,
or watch other people.

Actions
Promote pop up plazas, art displays, events, vendors, live music, and other uses in public open
spaces and on opportunity sites to gain popularity and activity.

Figure 8.67 Mural and Statue Art
Example

Figure 8.68 A Gazebo Creates a Public Event Space

Create a Penitencia Creek clean-up effort. Research open space and trail development grant
opportunities. Construct 4-mile Penitencia Creek Trail. Integrate trail into City’s open space and
focus area open space system.

Figure 8.69 Restored Creek Bed Featuring Pedestrian Walkway
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Encourage and support an “America in Bloom” non-profit community organization that will
maintain open space and landscaped areas.

Support “parklets” permitting along collector commercial corridors such as Serra Way and inside
parking lots.

Figure 8.70 Parklet Example

Figure 8.71 Parklet Example

Figure 8.72 Parklet Example

Figure 8.73 Parklet Example

Economic Development
Site Design
Connect shops or office entrances directly to places where people gather or walk to entice
shoppers to stop and spend time.

Develop interesting walking and biking passageways from adjacent neighborhoods into
commercial areas to avoid unnecessary travel around the neighborhoods.
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Figure 8.74 Pedestrian and Bicycle Path Making Multifamily Housing Accessible

Figure 8.75 Pedestrian Path Example

Locate sidewalk restaurants or outdoor dining areas on or adjacent to open spaces and pedestrian
routes to entice people passing by.

Figure 8.76 Outdoor Dining Adjacent Pedestrian Route
Events
Seek funding to host 2-4 organized public events per year to promote Milpitas history and culture.

Hold organized public events (1) in a public gathering space and/or (2) cooperate with opportunity
site property owners to hold events on opportunity sites to encourage use of and activate those
spaces.
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Figure 8.77 Themed Public Event Example:
Kite Flying

Figure 8.78 Themed Public Event Example:
Carnival

Figure 8.79 Themed Public Event Example:
Day of the Dead

Figure 8.80 Themed Public Event Example:
Spoken Word

Figure 8.81 Open Space Facing Historic Building Facades and Monument Statue
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Gateway Installation
Create a landmark structure at the Serra Way and Calaveras Boulevard junction to create an
attractive entry image into the focus area.

Figure 8.83 Commemorative Plaque
Landmark

Figure 8.82 Landmark Structure
Example

Figure 8.84 Landmark Statue and
Landscaping Example

Pursue a public private venture to fund a catalyst development near the Serra Way and Calaveras
Boulevard intersection.

Incorporate public open space as a vital site design element in catalyst development.
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9 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter brings together the research, limitations, and recommendations made throughout the
project. The discussion focuses on how the City can further influence development to positively
contribute to aesthetics and historic identity.

9.1 Project Summary
The most important principles that influenced this project involve walkability and gateway portal
design. Each principle was examined in the contexts of economic development, public open
space, and historic identity to form implementable recommendations for a unique gateway
experience for all users into the City’s historic core. These principles set the parameters for
the site assessment tools, informed the structure for the case study analysis, and provided the
general outline for the design guidelines recommendations.

The guidelines that were the result of the research and analysis can assist the City of Milpitas in
influencing development quality into the future. Converting areas once dominated by vacant land
and underutilized industrial space into high-density and possibly transit-oriented development
will address the City’s growing need to stay competitive in the Bay Area.
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9.2 Limitations
There were several competing limitations during the ten-month period this project took place.
The selected one-on-one outreach method gained in-depth information from eight individuals
although the limitations of this method ranged from expense to limited City and resident
availability. Availability was the ultimate limitation during the process. Although cooperative, due
to the project’s relatively short time frame, City staff and local business owners were unable to
participate during outreach and interviews. These constraints limited the scope and ultimately
research outcomes. Although the information gained during all research attempts was relevant
and useful the assumptions made during this process will require more support in the future.

9.3 Recommendations
Milpitas is located in a central position in the Bay Area and Silicon Valley where it is directly
connected to Freemont and San Jose. The City has a diverse mix of employment, housing,
retail, industrial uses, and much underutilized space. Between the years 2000 through 2013
the City experienced growth in population, diversity, number of households, and employment.
These changes will continue to effect Milpitas and the City will need to accommodate and
compete for the growth unless industry and development will look to expand elsewhere. While
focusing attention on attracting development into the City, there is a need to coordinate current
development and planning efforts. This project recommends coordinating focus area development
so that individual developments contribute to an overall well-designed site plan with a focus on
walkabillity and an attractive gateway image in the City’s historic core. Improvements should
include streetscape improvements intended to improve the entry image of Calaveras Boulevard,
new office development, landscaping and open space improvements such as a small plaza, and
the need to convey a sense of entry through architectural treatments. These recommendations
are organized in the culminating Chapter 8 Design Guidelines of this report.

9.4 Future Work
There are a number of actions that could potentially improve the research, outreach, and analysis
this project presented. If consulting work continued, the City would need to dedicate time and
resources to the success of the project. Business owners and stakeholders should be in close
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contact with consultants or City staff assigned to the project in order to reach those with a true
stake in the future development.
• The survey created for this project should become the pilot. Assess the weaknesses and
strengths. Improve the survey based on respondent feedback.
• Create a comprehensive stakeholder contact list
• Administer to surrounding residential neighborhoods via mail and online
• Coordinate with a local event to administer during or after
• Coordinate with City planning staff to hold an informational and survey session
• With the assistance of City staff administer to major stakeholders
• Coordinate in advance with business owners to allow permission to administer on business site
and during business hours
• Enlist the help of others to administer on foot
• Create a project website or use online survey instruments such as Survey Monkey
• Hold a series of public meetings, workshops, or design charettes

Additionally, the vision drafted for this project should be further developed based on City and
stakeholder feedback. Furthermore, the design guidelines should be refined to support the vision,
continue to bring together walkability, economic development, open space and historic identity,
adopted, and integrated as a part of the City’s development review process.
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LOT

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.07
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

3

Ground

Service

1st floor

Service

Dominant façade materials

Plaster

Dominant façade color

Tan

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _10_

Other observations and
elements of note

Days INN Hotel

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.08
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor

Service

Dominant façade materials

Plaster

Dominant façade color

White

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _5_

Other observations and
elements of note

Walgreens

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.09
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Wood

Dominant façade color

Tan

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

A

G

B

Yes

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

Chilli’s
Restaurant

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.11
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

N/A

Ground

Parking

1st floor
Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _7_

Other observations and
elements of note

Parking, needs renovation and new pavement

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width:

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many __

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.06
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

4

5

2

Ground

Service

1st floor

Service

Dominant façade materials

3

Plastered +
Wood

Dominant façade color

Tan

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

Serra Theater building, includes 10-15 store fronts

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes Average width: 25’

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.05
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

N/A

Ground

Parking

1st floor
Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _10_

Other observations and
elements of note

Parking lot

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

5

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.10
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Plaster, brick

Dominant façade color

Brown

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Other observations and
elements of note

Yo-Pho Restaurant

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

My Royal Palace Banquette Hall

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

A

How many _1_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.02
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

2

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Glass, wood,
brick

Dominant façade color

Tan, white

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _15_

Other observations and
elements of note

Five businesses including Big Lots

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _5_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.04
Vacant: Yes
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Abandoned

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Wood

Dominant façade color

Brown

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Other observations and
elements of note

Vacant, grass, abandoned shed

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

3

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.01
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

School

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Plaster, wood

Dominant façade color

Tan, white

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Other observations and
elements of note

Little Flowers Montessori

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 4.03
Vacant: Yes
Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

Vacant

1st floor
Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _5_

Other observations and
elements of note

Vacant

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

2

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY

Project area _______Site B_______________

Vacant: __N___

Lot number: ___12____

No buildings but lot used for

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Gated off

No

Yes

Throughout site of parcel

_____

Local signs in the front on Main garage?

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

Aspect

Average width: 12 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

G

Aspect _ ________

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

When you are back in the studio, fill in one letter-head sheet per Lot Survey with:
The photo(s) showing the building(s) in the lot (one photo per building), numbered accordingly to the map.
Photos of any special observation you want to make.

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 3.08
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

2

Ground

Office

1st floor

Office

Dominant façade materials

Wood

Dominant façade color

Beige

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

Abel Square - 10 Businesses

Aspect

B
No

A

G
Yes

Front + Center

B

A

No

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

_____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 12 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many 4

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 3.06
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

Church

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Wood

Dominant façade color

Beige

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

Light fixtures

G

B

Yes

Aspect

No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

Throughout site of parcel

B

A

No

G
Yes

_____

Poor landscape

(locate on the map)

Bad concrete paving

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 12 ft

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many

Other observations and
elements of note

Street light + no parking sign

(locate on the map)

1

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 3.05
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

School

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick

Dominant façade color

Beige

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

Surrounded by parking

Aspect

B
No

A

G
Yes

Palm trees

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

_____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 12 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

2

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
:
Lot number: 3.09
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Restaurant &
Office

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Wood

Dominant façade color

Baige

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

A

G

B

Yes

How many _3_

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ____Front____________________________

Large sign

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 3.04
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

Restaurant

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick

Dominant façade color

White

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Other observations and
elements of note

Orchid Thai Cuisine

No

Aspect

No

A

G
Yes

Back + Front

B

A

No

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

_____

Many flower pots

Yes

Average width: 12 - 10 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Yes

B

3 donation boxes

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

G

How many

2

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 3.03
Vacant: Yes
Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Vacant

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Other observations and
elements of note

Ligth in parking lot

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

Gate closed

(locate on the map)

Tow away sign

Yes
Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 12 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

2

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 3.10
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1
Service

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials

Brick, Wood

Dominant façade color

Blue, Yellow,
white

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

Gas Station

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 12 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

1

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 3.11
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Sevice

1st floor
Aluminum
Brick

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color

White + Blue

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Other observations and
elements of note

50’s – 60’s Ice cream/Chili Hot dog shop

No

Yes

Average width: 12 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many

Other observations and
elements of note

Hydrant

(locate on the map)

No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

_____

Foster’s Old Fashion Freeze

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

Aspect

B

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

1

Aspect _Palm tree________

2 newspaper box
Telephone wire present on site

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 3.12
Vacant: Yes
Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

Vacant

1st floor
Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _7_

Other observations and
elements of note

Green bushes

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

_____

Gravel floor

(locate on the map)

Lots of garbage + graffiti

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width:

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many

Other observations and
elements of note

Milpitas Library sign

(locate on the map)

Aspect _ ________

S. Main Street
Creates an obstacle between adjacent lots

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 3.01
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

1

1

Restaurant

Restaurant

Concrete

Brick

Beige

Burnt orange

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

3

4

5

1st floor
Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Other observations and
elements of note

Mostly parking space

No

No

A

G
Yes

Palm in front

B

A

No

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

_____

Red Chillies & The Malabar Cuisine

Yes

Average width: 12 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many

Other observations and
elements of note

Cross walk

(locate on the map)

Aspect

B

Garbage in far corner, away from the restaurant

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

G

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

4

Aspect _On both sides________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.16
Vacant: Yes

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Other observations and
elements of note

Gash in asphalt

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many __

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.15
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Residential

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Stucco

Dominant façade color

Tan

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Other observations and
elements of note

236 Main

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10-12 feet

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Other observations and
elements of note

Sidewalks are at different elevations and in poor condition

(locate on the map)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.14
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

Church

Church

Dominant façade materials

Brick

Brick

Dominant façade color

Green

Green

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground
1st floor

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Small trees

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10-12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.13
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

Commercial

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick

Dominant façade color

Tan

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

How many _0_

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10-12 feet

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Other observations and
elements of note

Deep setback, excess parking on side and rear of bulding

(locate on the map)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.12
Vacant: Yes

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

Commercial

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick & Plaster

Dominant façade color

White

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Large Setback

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 15 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.11
Vacant: Yes

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Vacant

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

No pavement, used for paking

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10-12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many __

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.10
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

Commercial

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick, Glass

Dominant façade color

Tan

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Setback about 15 feet from end sidewalk

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10-12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.09
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

Commercial

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Stucco

Dominant façade color

Tan

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Parking in front of the commercial

No

Yes

Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

Average width: 10-12 feet

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Other observations and
elements of note

Many curb cuts, makes it hard to walk

(locate on the map)

G

“Central Plaza” - six storefronts, deep 50’ setback

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

A

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.08
Vacant: Yes

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Vacant

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Garbage in set back none behind fence

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10-12 feet

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Other observations and
elements of note

Bus stop for Route 66 and Route 47 in front of site

(locate on the map)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.07
Vacant: Yes

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

Vacant

1st floor
Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Used for adjacent business parking

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10-12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.06
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Commercial

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick

Dominant façade color

Tan

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _11
_

Other observations and
elements of note

Pacific Tire Outlet

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10-12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.05
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Commercial

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick

Dominant façade color

Glass/
Checkered

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G

B

Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

South Bay Cycles, Older building, 5’ Setback

No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10-12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.04
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

3

3

3

Ground

Hotel

Hotel

Hotel

1st floor

Hotel

Hotel

Hotel

Stucco

Stucco

Stucco

Red + Tan

Red + Tan

Red + Tan

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

4

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

10’ setback with aestheticly pleasing landscape

A

5

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

Large sign

(locate on the map)

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.01 & 2.03
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

2

2

Ground

Church

Church

1st floor

Church

Church

Dominant façade materials

Stucco

Stucco

Dominant façade color

Orange

Peach

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

3

G
Yes

B

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _10
_

Other observations and
elements of note

Avata Saka Buddhist Lotus Society

4

G
Yes

B
No

A

5

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 12 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _10_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

G

Aspect ___________________________________

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 2.02
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

School

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick

Dominant façade color

Off White and
Red

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

Elan Esprit Preschool

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _______Towards rear of lot_______________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 5-6 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ___________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 1.01
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

1

2

3

1

1

4

Ground

Service

Service

Service

1st floor

Service

Service

Service

Aluminum

Aluminum

Aluminum

White

White

White

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Auto Repair, junk yard between two buildings

Aspect

A

5

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

_____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many

Other observations and
elements of note

Flattered with carts, platforms

0

B

A

G

Aspect _________

(locate on the map)

When you are back in the studio, fill in one letter-head sheet per Lot Survey with:
The photo(s) showing the building(s) in the lot (one photo per building), numbered accordingly to the map.
Photos of any special observation you want to make.

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 1.02
Vacant: Yes
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Vacant

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials

Brick,
Plaster

Dominant façade color

White

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Vacant service building, used for storage

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many

Other observations and
elements of note

Cracked sidewalk

(locate on the map)

0

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 1.03
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick

Dominant façade color

White

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Gas station, “City Gas Station”

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many

Other observations and
elements of note

Landscaping and good maintenance

(locate on the map)

0

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 1.05
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Residential

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Plaster +
Wood

Dominant façade color

Green +
White

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G

B

Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

House (green) with vacant lot

No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

2

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 1.02
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

2

Ground

Vacant

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Plaster

Dominant façade color

Navy Green/
Brown

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Vacant and recently renovated

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many 1

Other observations and
elements of note

Directly adjacent to Calaveras Blvd flyover

(locate on the map)

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 1.06
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick +
Terracotta

Dominant façade color

Green &
Terracotta

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _0_

Other observations and
elements of note

Bar, Tequila Shots, bus stop

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect _____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many

Other observations and
elements of note

Directly under Calaveras Blvd flyover

(locate on the map)

0

Aspect _ ________

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 1.04
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Office

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Terra cotta,
glass

Dominant façade color

White

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Other observations and
elements of note

Home Health Alliance, Inc.

(locate on the map)

Adjacent to overpass

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Aspect

Average width: 8 ft

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

How many

Other observations and
elements of note

Light color, landscaping

1

B

A

No

G
Yes

Large _____

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

(locate on the map)

B

Aspect Pine, large

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.01
Vacant: Yes
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

N/A
Vacant

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _10_

Other observations and
elements of note

Vacant parcel featuring electrical box, a bench, landscaping,
and manicured

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 8 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many __4__

Aspect

A

G
Yes

Large, small_____

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Aspect __Good___

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.02
Vacant: Yes
Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Vacant

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

A

G

B

Yes

How many _6_

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Large_____

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 8 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many __1__

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Aspect __Good, small__

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.13
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Light industry

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Plaster, wood

Dominant façade color

White, red

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Other observations and
elements of note

AT&T building

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _9_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

G

Aspect __Shade, small________________________

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.12
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Plaster, wood,
cotta, glass, metal

Dominant façade color

Tan, terra cotta

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _19_

Other observations and
elements of note

“Abel Plaza”

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___Perimeter of lot, parking lot__________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _5_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

G

Aspect __Small, young________________________

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.03
Vacant: No
Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

N/A

Ground

Parking

1st floor
Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Other observations and
elements of note

Pavement: KFC Parking

Aspect

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Large, alive_____

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 8 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

0

Aspect

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.04
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

3

4

5

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Parking

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Other observations and
elements of note

Parking: KFC Parking

Aspect

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Maple_______

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 8 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

1

Aspect

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.05
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Wood,
Wooden roof

Dominant façade color

White, tan

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _1_

Other observations and
elements of note

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Aspect

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Maple_______

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 8 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

2

Aspect

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.14
Vacant: Yes

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Vacant

Ground
1st floor

Dominant façade materials

Wood

Dominant façade color

White

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Other observations and
elements of note

Abandoned home, poor maintenance, tucked between 2 businesses

Aspect ___Not kept well______

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width:

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

___

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.06
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1

2

1

1

Retail

Retail

Wood, Brick

Wood, Brick

Red, tan,

Red, tan,

wood

wood

Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

Ground

3

4

5

1st floor
Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

Five storefronts in 2 buildings

Aspect

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Maple_______

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 8 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

2

Aspect Small

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.07
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

4

5

1

1

Ground

Retail

1st floor

Residential

Dominant façade materials

3

Retail

Wood, Glass

Dominant façade color

Glass

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _8_

Other observations and
elements of note

Mixed-use

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect Large trees, small good, shade, old

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Aspect ___Young, thin_____

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.08
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Office

1st floor

Office

Dominant façade materials

Stucco

Dominant façade color

Tan, Brown

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G

B

Yes

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _13_

Other observations and
elements of note

“Main Street Professional Center”

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ____Small, Short______________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 ft

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Other observations and
elements of note

Bus stop for routes 66 & 47

(locate on the map)

Aspect ____No root covering______

B

A

G

LOT SURVEY

Lot number: 6.09
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Glass, metal,
plaster, terra cotta

Dominant façade color

White, brown

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural
significance

No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Aspect ___Palm trees___________________

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

Aspect __Shade________________________

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.10
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

N/A

Ground

Parking lot

1st floor
Dominant façade materials
Dominant façade color
General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

How many _16_

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ___Small___________________________

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _2_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

Aspect __Shade_______________________

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 6.11
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

2

Ground

Service

1st floor

Service

Dominant façade materials

Metal, glass,
plaster

Dominant façade color

Tan, brown

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

How many _5 _

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect __Small____________________________

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _5_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

G

Aspect __Shade, medium______________________

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 5.01
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Plaster, metal,
glass

Dominant façade color

Brown

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

How many _10_

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect __Pine____________________________

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 5.02
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick, wood

Dominant façade color

Tan, white

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _4_

Other observations and
elements of note

8 store fronts all fronting parking lot

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 10’

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many __

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect _________________________________

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 5.05
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Wood, plaster

Dominant façade color

Brown

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Other observations and
elements of note

“Black Bear Diner”

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ________________________________

(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

Aspect _______________________________

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 5.03
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick, wood

Dominant façade color

Tan, brown,
white

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

A

G
Yes

How many _7_

B

A

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ________________________________

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _3_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

Aspect _______________________________

A

G

LOT SURVEY
Lot number: 5.04
Vacant: No

Buildings (number them on the map)
1
Number of stories
(ground floor counts as one)
Type of Use

2

3

4

5

1

Ground

Service

1st floor
Dominant façade materials

Brick, plaster

Dominant façade color

Tan, terra cotta

General maintenance aspect
(Good, average, bad)

B

Historical/cultural significance

No

(Indicate if its your judgment)
Muture trees in the lot
(locate on the map)

A

G

B A

Yes

How many _1_

No

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B
No

A

G
Yes

B

A

No

G
Yes

Aspect ________________________________

Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

Sidewalk

No

Yes

Average width: 13 feet

Mature trees in the sidewalk
(locate on the map)
Other observations and
elements of note
(locate on the map)

How many _13_

Condition: (Good, average, bad)

B

A

Aspect ________________________________

G
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CAL POLY GATEWAY THESIS STUDY
CITY OF MILPITAS GATEWAY PLAN

The focus area is located in the surrounding parcels of the Main Street and Serra Way intersection and consists of roughly 60
acres. This area largely represents the historic core of Milpitas and is easily accessible from all directions, particularly from Interstate 880. The boundaries consist of the following: the west and north by Calaveras Boulevard (State Route 237), the east
boundary is the Union Pacific Railroad right of way, and the south boundary is Junipero Drive. Please see map.
Name: ________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________			

Contact (Optional):___________________________________________
Age: __________________ Gender: ____________________

Occupation: __________________________________
Why do you visit the focus area?
I don’t visit this area
Live
Work
Shop
Services
Recreation
Leisure
Meet with others
Other ____________________

How often do you visit the
focus area?

When do you visit the focus area?
Never
Morning
Afternoon
Evening
Night
Weekends
Monday - Friday
Other ________________

Never
Less than once a week
Bewteen 1-3 times a week
Between 4-6 times a week
Everyday

s Blv

ra
lave

a

WC

d.

Abel S

t.

Main S

t.

A gateway is a physical signal marking entry points from highways and main corridors directly into the center of town. The
majority of people coming to and from Milpitas do so via Freeways 880, 680 or the Southbay Freeway 237, and thus most
gateways are experienced driving from the Freeway off-ramp immediately into town. Similarly, most people entering the
focus area do so via Calaveras Blvd, Abel St, or Main St.

r.

ro D

ipe
Jun

If you are familiar with
the focus area, what are
the most important gateways into this area from
all directions? Please
indicate on the map.

What are the most important gateways into Milpitas from all directions? Please indicate on the map.

What are the positive aspects of the
Midtown area?
The architecture
The history
The culture
The roads
It is safe
The public spaces
Parking
The existing retail & services
Location
Other ____________________

What does the Midtown area lack?
Retail & service options
Safety
Recreation
Public or open space
Bicycle facilities
Cleanliness
Parking
Shade
Art
Access to other places in Milpitas
Other ____________________

More specifically, what are the positive
aspects of the focus area?
The architecture
The history
The culture
The roads
It is safe
The public spaces
Parking
The existing retail & services
Location
Other ____________________

What would influence you to use this
area more often?
Additional retail or services
Less expensive retail or services
Focus area was more attractive
Focus area was safer
Additional services
Additional recreation
Additional public or open space
Better walking/bicycle access
More parking
Other ____________________

More specifically, what does the focus
area lack?
Retail & service options
Safety
Recreation
Public or open spaces
Bicycle facilities
Cleanliness
Parking
Shade
Art
Access to other places in Milpitas
Other ____________________

Is there any additional information you would like to provide regarding aesthetics of or gateways into the focus area?

APPENDICES
APPENDIX C WALKABILITY ANALYSIS

Serra Between Abel and Main St - Score sheet

Side: North

Team: Milpitas Gateway Plan

Date: 2/16/15

Researcher: Jaime Jaramillo

time: 10AM

recorded
step

multiplier x

value

multiplier

recorded value

imageability
1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)

3

0.41

1.23

5

0.72

3.60

0.15

0.97

0.15

10

0.11

1.10

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

5

0.08

0.40

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

1

0.64

0.64

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

2

0.02

0.04

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

6

-0.18

-1.08

2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)
3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)
4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

add constant

2.4

imageablity score

8.48

enclosure
1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)
2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

1

-0.31

-0.31

0.5

0.72

0.36

0.25

0.94

0.24

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.1

-1.42

-0.14

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.8

-2.19

-1.75

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

add constant

2.57

enclosure score

0.96

human scale
1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)
2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)
3. average building heights (your side, within study area)
4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)
5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

1

-0.74

0.8

1.10

0.88

20

-0.003

-0.06

0

0.05

0.00

14

0.04

0.56

add constant

2.61

human scale score

3.25

-0.74

transparency
0.8

1.22

0.98

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.5

0.67

0.33

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0.25

0.53

0.13

add constant

1.71

transparency score

3.15

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

7

0.05

0.32

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

3

0.23

0.68

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

1

0.12

0.12

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

1

0.42

0.42

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

2

0.03

0.06

add constant

2.61

complexity score

4.20
20.03

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

complexity

Total Walkability Score

Main St South of Calaveras Blvd - Score sheet

Side: East

Team: Milpitas Gateway Plan

Date: 2/16/15

Researcher: Jfaime Jaramillo

time: 12PM

recorded
step

value

multiplier x
multiplier

recorded value

imageability
1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)
2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

2

0.41

0.82

20

0.72

14.40

0.2

0.97

0.19

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

8

0.11

0.88

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

6

0.08

0.48

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.64

0.00

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

9

0.02

0.18

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

8

-0.18

-1.44

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

add constant

2.4

imageablity score

17.91

enclosure
1

-0.31

-0.31

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.9

0.72

0.64

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0.3

0.94

0.28

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.6

-1.42

-0.85

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.6

-2.19

-1.32

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

add constant

2.57

enclosure score

1.02

human scale
1

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

-0.74

-0.74

0.15

1.10

0.17

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

18

-0.003

-0.06

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

27

0.05

1.27

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

30

0.04

1.20

2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

add constant

2.61

human scale score

4.45

transparency
0.15

1.22

0.18

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.9

0.67

0.60

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0.3

0.53

0.16

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

add constant

1.71

transparency score

2.65

complexity
1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

7

0.05

0.32

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

4

0.23

0.90

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

4

0.12

0.46

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

0

0.42

0.00

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

2

0.29

0.57

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

9

0.03

0.28

add constant

2.61

complexity score

5.14
31.18

Total Walkability Score

Main Street South of Serra - Score sheet

Side: East

Team: Milpitas Gateway Plan

Date:2/16/15

Researcher: Jaime Jaramillo

time: 11 AM

recorded
step

multiplier x

value

multiplier

recorded value

imageability
0

0.41

0.00

12

0.72

8.64

3. proportion historic building frontage (both sides, within study area)

0.2

0.97

0.19

4. number of buildings with identifiers (both sides, within study area)

14

0.11

1.54

5. number of buildings with non-rectangular shapes (both sides, within study area)

3

0.08

0.24

6. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

1

0.64

0.64

7. number of people (your side, within study area)

7

0.02

0.14

8. noise level (both sides, within study area)

6

-0.18

-1.08

1. number of courtyards, plazas, and parks (both sides, within study area)
2. number of major landscape features (both sides, beyond study area)

add constant

2.4

imageablity score

12.71

enclosure
3

-0.31

-0.92

2a. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.6

0.72

0.43

2b. proportion street wall (opposite side, beyond study area)

0.6

0.94

0.56

3a. proportion sky (ahead, beyond study area)

0.5

-1.42

-0.71

3b. proportion sky (across, beyond study area)

0.7

-2.19

-1.54

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)

add constant

2.57

enclosure score

0.40

human scale
2

-0.74

0.75

1.10

0.83

3. average building heights (your side, within study area)

15

-0.003

-0.05

4. number of small planters (your side, within study area)

7

0.05

0.33

5. number of pieces of street furniture and other street items (your side, within study area)

9

0.04

0.36

1. number of long sight lines (both sides, beyond study area)
2. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

-1.48

add constant

2.61

human scale score

2.60

transparency
0.75

1.22

0.91

2. proportion street wall (your side, beyond study area)

0.6

0.67

0.40

3. proportion active uses (your side, within study area)

0.6

0.53

0.32

1. proportion windows at street level (your side, within study area)

add constant

1.71

transparency score

3.34

complexity
14

0.05

0.64

2a. number of basic building colors (both sides, beyond study area)

2

0.23

0.45

2b. number of accent colors (both sides, beyond study area)

1

0.12

0.12

3. presence of outdoor dining (your side, within study area)

1

0.42

0.42

4. number of pieces of public art (both sdies, within study area)

0

0.29

0.00

5. number of people (your side, within study area)

7

0.03

0.22

add constant

2.61

complexity score

4.45
23.50

1. number of buildings (both sides, beyond study area)

Total Walkability Score

